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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report has been commissioned by EUROVOD, the association of European VoD platforms, working
in a constantly evolving field. It is intended to capture the progress, potential and strategies for growth
among an emerging group of services and platforms, which are too often overlooked in an obsession
with US streaming services, such as Netflix and Amazon.
At the centre of this report is an extensive survey that captures the attitudes and aspirations of European
VOD pioneers. The study had the unexpected advantage of the COVID-19 crisis, which, while tragic, proved to be an important testbed for the sector with an influx of audiences more time to engage.
This study shows a diverse, dynamic and sustainable sector made up of ambitious and entrepreneurial
companies that will play an essential role in the emergence of a changed European audiovisual ecosystem. It has been written by Michael Gubbins, of SampoMedia.

SURVEY SUMMARY

VOD SERVICES & PLATFORMS

• Independent European platforms and services are overwhelmingly small and medium-sized companies, with just
10% of survey respondents having more than five full-time employees, made up of a roughly equal number of men
and women.
• The respondents reflect the heterogenous nature of the VOD sector with different business models and often
diversified interests.
• The number of TVOD (transactional download and rental) and SVOD (subscription streaming) platforms are
evenly represented with some advertising led AVOD and some specialist interests, such as VOD for schools.
• Many services offered a hybrid of SVOD, TVOD and other models.
• More than 75% of the services were available in more than one country. Half said they were available in three
countries and 20% in more than 20.
• The bigger, more established services with a general audience focus had sizeable libraries. More than half had more
than 1,000 films and 15% had more than 4,000.
• More than half featured at least some series but only two had more than 100 series available (though a quarter had
more than 100 episodes in the library).
• Shorts remained a popular feature with around 40% of services having at least 100 available.
• Respondents were focused on European content with 80% of content either national (49%) or non-national European (31%). Just 12% of titles came from the US with 8% from the rest of the world.
• The European commitment was fairly evenly spread but some services had a particularly strong focus, with three
services having libraries with more than 50% non-national European titles.

DIVERSE CONTENT

• Download to rent (40%) was more popular than download to buy (23%).

• Classic works and library titles made at least a decade ago make up a significant part of catalogues (36%) but a large
majority of works are more recent, 51% from 2010-2018 and 13% from 2019 and 2020.
• More than a third of respondents said they disagreed, or strongly disagreed with the idea that theatrical release was
essential before online in the success of the film.
• Respondents recognised the disruption but did not believe the US streaming giants were a threat to the future
growth of European VOD.
• In terms of the strongest influences on the future growth of the European VOD sector, 53% said better national
and European content was most important, followed by the development of original content (42%) and the evolution
of media chronology (39%)
• Services and platforms are increasingly involved in original production with 23% working on co-productions, 14%
producing original work and 9% pre-buying online rights.
• Platforms are most interested in carrying more series, while documentary is also popular.
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TECHNOOLOGY

• Research and Development is a key issue for the sector, with more than 20% calling it a ‘maximum priority’.
• But there are concerns about the cost of technology with 55% calling it a very important or most important issue
for the sector.
• Lack of scaleable VOD-focused technology suppliers (55%) and the cost of film material technology (44%) were
also rated as important barriers to growth.
• The technology for platforms is solely produced and owned in-house by just over 20% and wholly outsourced by
17%. Most services are a mixture of in-house and external (61%).
• In more than half of cases, outsourcing is for the video player.
• The most popular device for viewing services is the computer (35%), ahead of a mobile device (22%), television
(11%), and tablets (10%).
• 5G is seen as a potentially important factor in driving the mobile market.
• Subtitle availability (66%) and cost (55%) are deemed very important or essential issues.

• 78% of services saw an increase in the number of visitors during lockdown with no service declining.

LOCKDOWN PROGRESS

• Some saw exponential rises with 40% at least doubling average daily visitors. Even well-established services with
an already strong user base reported double-digit increases.
• More than 60% saw increased activity lead to increased transactions (downloading online rental or subscription.)
• Among those services which did report increased transactions during lockdown, three-quarters said business had
at least doubled.
• Services were very active in promotions, marketing and partnerships during lockdown.
• 72% ran a marketing campaign, 56% hosted or took part in an online festival or market and 44% held an online
premiere for a film that would have been launched theatrically.
• 17% set up a partnership with a cinema.
• Among other activities were increased free content, specially curated events, services and clubs, webinars, talks
and Q&As.
• Services might have seen even stronger growth, but respondents identified a number of barriers, including lack of
resources for promotions and marketing (44%), content held back by distributors (39%), too high MGs (33%) and
technical limits to the platform (33%).
• Respondents were able to adapt to many lockdown challenges with 83% saying there were no major issues with
staff working from home and 83% able to cope with any discontinuity in technology or distribution.

MARKETING/PROMOTION

• While the incidence was relatively low, some individual services reported problems with crashing sites due to
increased demand and some encoding issues at labs.

• New customer acquisition was rated a key issue for the sector by 82% of respondents with a third rating it a maximum priority.
• Respondents said there were important, or very important challenges (72%) in trying to reach new audiences.
• There were concerns about the cost of traditional marketing (radio, TV, print) (77%), and the rising cost of social
media marketing, which 89% said was a challenge.
• Web marketing and social media were the most important promotional tools used by respondents (33%). Physical
promotions, including TV, radio, newspapers and outdoors promotions made up an average 20% of marketing.
• Partnerships played an important role in promotion, including relationships with festivals (13%), cinemas (5%),
film institutes and schools (8%), and cultural media (10%).
• More than two-thirds of respondents said social media was the most effective marketing and promotional tool.
• 67% put Facebook at the top of the list of most effective social media services, followed by Instagram (22%).
• Google Analytics (40%) is the most popular data analytics service, ahead of Facebook (30%).
• Just under a quarter of respondents have a customer relationship management (CRM) system .
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• The biggest barriers to growth have been the result of restrictive business practice and policy, under-investment
and political, economic and technical issues.

CHALLENGES AND BARRIERS

• Unrealistic Minimum Guarantees (MGs) are seen as among the most important issues for the sector by 44% and
an important issue for nearly 80%.
• Fragmentation of film rights are rated as a maximum sector priority by 44% with 77% saying it is an important or
very important issue.
• Training is an important issue for respondents with 73% giving it high importance (33%) or maximum importance
(39%).
• Improved market intelligence is seen as a critical (33%) or very important issue (22%) by the majority of services.
• Half saw return on investment as a critical issue with all seeing it as at least a significant issue.
• Almost three-quarters of respondents felt removing the window between theatrical and VOD release would be a
very important or essential step to supporting the promotion of European works on independent European VOD.
• More than 60% saw value in European programmes to support Research and Development into new marketing
schemes and tools.
• Almost 70% of services and platforms strongly agreed that national and European public funds needed to invest
more in the growth of the VOD to support a sustainable and diverse AV culture.
• Media chronology is an important issue holding back VOD growth according to 75% of respondents with a third
seeing it as the most important issue.
• Structural weaknesses undermining the integration of VOD in a cooperative and collaborative value chain were
seen as very important or most important by half of respondents.
• Half of respondents felt private and public resources were too concentrated on production rather than audience
engagement.

TERMINOLOGY
The VOD sector has acquired its own particular vocabulary to whole, from the earliest closing of cinemas and cancelled prodescribe different business models and platforms.
duction, to the tentative restarting of physical businesses. It also
encompasses the social, cultural and economic aftermath of a
An explanation of the key terminology is set out on page 13 of
crisis that was nowhere close to ending at the time of publication.
this report.
Lockdown: Lockdown describes a particular phase of the crisis,
There are some terms that frequently appear during this report in
when there were restrictions on movement and travel, cinemas
relation to the pandemic that need to be clarified
were closed, productions halted and festivals cancelled or postCovid Crisis: Used to describe the effects of the pandemic as a poned.

ABOUT EUROVOD
EUROVOD1 is a membership association, comprising inde- It has evolved especially since 2018, taking a key role in the devependent VOD services and key technology and business partners. lopment of a dynamic, diverse and sustainable independent EuroIt was set up in 2010 by a group of then emerging platforms with pean VOD sector.
a number of aims:
It provides a range of sector support, including workshops, trai• To defend and promote cultural diversity in the emerging ning and networking, and facilitates the sharing of data, best pracon-demand space.
tice and business intelligence.
• To offer legal online viewing choices to audiences as an alEUROVOD is a crucial link between the emerging on-demand
ternative to piracy.
• To build a diverse and sustainable sector with a voice in in- sector and the rest of industry, collaborating with partners along
the value chain, including sales, distribution and exhibition.
dustry and the public sector.
• To connect professionals and businesses in the sector to And it works with government at regional, national and European
build a dynamic, best-practice knowledge economy.
levels to promote understanding of the sector and encourage sup• To group under a common umbrella, national services lin- port.
ked by common interests and mutualisation of resources.
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METHODOLOGY
The central part of this report is based on a survey conducted in the Summer of 2020 among members of the EUROVOD association, It looked at a range of indicators of performance, progress and potential in the European independent VOD sector.
The survey was expanded to include lessons emerging from the Covid Crisis and lockdown (see Terminology).
The extensive survey is given further depth and context by case studies, which demonstrate the diversity of the sector.
The study also includes desk research, analysis of existing studies, journals and literature and interviews with relevant people and
businesses.

Graph 1: Range of services

Country reached
Service home country
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CHAPTER 1:
Introduction
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IN BRIEF
∙ The lockdown exposed, accentuated and accelerated pre-existing trends in VOD
∙ Already expanding European services made major strides forward during the crisis
∙ The European sector has a unique dynamic that differentiates it from the US giants
∙ Europe needs a strong independent VOD sector for cultural and economic reasons
∙ Investment in the sector today can bring long-term benefits to the AV industries

This report was initially planned during the
final months of 2019 when coronavirus was
a seemingly distant story about events in
China. Its writing coincided with the deepening Covid Crisis, from lockdown to a
tentative and uncertain restart for the traditional industry.
Despite excitable claims of a ‘new normal,’ it may take many
months to understand the impact longer still to fully process the
lessons of an unprecedented and (at the time of writing) ongoing
period of disruption.

with VOD services, and promoted those virtual versions hard.
Steep rises, first in visitor numbers and then transactions and
subscriptions, created a sense that the pandemic represented a revolutionary switch in consumer behaviour. Yet the lockdown came far
too quickly for a strategic response, and nothing truly game-changing emerged in terms of technology or business models.
Instead the crisis exposed, accentuated and accelerated existing
trends – and that makes it far more significant.

Online platforms and services responded so effectively to the unsought opportunity of the pandemic because they were already
prepared for expansion. VOD – in all its forms – has been the
What is certain is that a still youthful European VOD sector fastest growing area of the audiovisual economy for a number of
adapted rapidly and impressively to the challenges and played years (see Chapter 2) and had already reached a level of maturity
an important role in maintaining the link between European film that allowed it to adapt to the needs of industry.
and audiences. They were rewarded with big spikes in demand. The main attention of industry and commentators has inevitably
Those platforms and online services had major advantages in been on the US streaming giants including Netflix, Amazon
audience reach and engagement: not just the closure of cinemas Prime and some bold new competitors, including Disney+,
but also a more general shutdown of entertainment and culture, Apple TV and HBOMax. The US services were already domifrom sport and shopping to theatres and museums. On-demand nating most European online markets and have in many ways
platforms briefly had a captive audience with the time to watch emerged from the crisis stronger than ever.
and explore.
But the focus of those report is a growing European independent
They also had a head start in the initial phase of the lockdown, as VOD sector that has been building its own dynamic.
films already performing well in cinemas, or with strong theatri- The Covid Crisis saw those businesses play a key role in supporcal potential, were transferred online with the full power of mar- ting a beleaguered European industry, but it also demonstrated
keting already committed. Festivals also hurriedly moved pro- the value that over the long term has the potential to become an
grammes, markets and competitions online, often in conjunction essential part of a new audiovisual ecosystem.

INDEPENDENT EUROPEAN VOD
The independent European sector has a fraction of the financial
muscle and global reach of the US tech giants, which have come
to dominate most European markets, and have been shaping the
way that VOD is perceived by industry, public and policy-makers.

Independent platforms and services have also recognised and exploited the value of counter-positioning. The 2020 launch, for
example, of the Sooner 2 platform, involving a number of services
in this report, talked about the new brand as a “European counterweight to Netflix.3”

That domination can be frustrating for European services, yet
what stands out from the survey and interviews is that they refuse
to be defined by it. Less than a third of survey respondents believed that Netflix and Amazon were holding back the development
of a European sector, and only 11% strongly agreed.

It is a logical promotional move. The evidence of the market,
now largely confirmed during the Covid Crisis, is that consumers
across Europe are happy to take more than one subscription service. (See Subscription Stacking, p33).

It is also an illustration of how the market has shifted. In the early
There is recognition that the advance of US steaming services stages of VOD development in Europe, the focus was indeed on
has blazed a trail in technology development, international reach building a European platform to match the emerging forces from
the US, notably Netflix.
and consumer acceptance of on-demand services.
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After all, there was a European music platform able to take on
all-comers in Sweden’s Spotify. There were initially a number of
European services competing in the nascent streaming market
too, including LoveFilm, which had two million subscribers by
2011, when it was bought by Amazon and subsumed into the Amazon Prime brand4.
But European contenders had to face complex market realities,
from the fragmentation of the European market to suspicion
from other parts of the traditional industrial value chain, driven
in part by the bold challenge to established practice, particularly
from the US giants.

and Belgium (2008) also saw those emerging opportunities and
established strong brands but without the access to vast stores of
capital, or access to audiences on the same scale. The advantage of
a single US market with a strong linguistic and cultural base were a
big contrast to the fragmented national markets of Europe.
The approach of the independent European sector today has become more about growth within an emerging ecosystem in which
independence, cultural diversity, and cooperative and collaborative physical and online relationships are essential ingredients.

The services in this study – often founded by executives from
the established industries – understand how the audiovisual inThe domination of Netflix in most European markets is at least in dustries operate and where change can, and in their view, must
part due to a combination of inspiration and luck, which allowed come.
it to exploit opportunities in the early stages of the streaming
revolution. They negotiated low-cost deals for library content The findings of this report are that ambitious services do not
that, it transpired, matched the appetites of a generation that had intend to play a subservient, or even a supporting role to an aubegun to enjoy watching high quality content on laptops and on diovisual industry establishment in Europe, any more than they
do Netflix.
new high definition smart televisions.
Some early-adopter European independents, including Filmin They are trying to shape a distinctive new approach, looking to
(2007), FilmoTV (2007) and UniversCiné in France (2007) unite passion, cultural diversity and the realities of the way today’s consumers want and expect to find and watch content.

BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE INDIE SECTOR
There is a basic problem for independent VOD platforms: they more than half of respondents in this survey were founded in the
are small, at least in comparison to the big beasts of the US strea- last five years.
ming world.
Again, that is not necessarily an issue. These are emerging and
Just 10% of respondents to this survey have more than five full- changing markets that require fresh thinking but knowledge and
time employees and only 15% more than five part-time workers. experience still count. Sharing best practice and data is one of
the core functions of EUROVOD.
And there are big differences in business model, size and scale
among survey respondents themselves. A few have extensive The number of services may well grow quickly in the coming
libraries, strong market awareness and significant subscriber nu- years as audience numbers rise, confidence in the business
mbers in their home countries. More than half have libraries with model grows and technology becomes more commoditised and
more than 1,000 feature films and 15% have more than 4,000. cheaper. (That growth in itself is a challenge to a coherent independent sector. An influx of new players into what might fast
At the other end of the scale, 47% have less than 600 films become overcrowded markets may raise issues around quality
available. That is not necessarily a weakness; effective VOD control and business viability.)
businesses often put quality and audience focus before volume.
What stands out in studying the emerging independent EuroThere are strengths in being small, agile and entrepreneurial bu- pean VOD sector is the variety of businesses and models.
sinesses but, in some unavoidable respects, scale counts.
Platforms and services in this survey have interests in film disMoney talks. And in an established film industry operating on a tribution (9%), content and rights aggregation (15%), cinemas
film-to-film basis, or at least slate to slate, the first priority is re- (3%), DVD distribution (6%) and technical support (9%).
coupment. One of the biggest concerns is that rights-holders demand Minimum Guarantees that are unrealistic for independent Platforms and services often have other interests. Some, such as
platforms and services. More than 80% of survey respondents TriArt in Sweden and CutAway in North Macedonia are arthouse
say it is holding back growth and 44% say it is among the most distributors as well as operators of a platform. OUTtv has extenessential issues to address.
sive media interests, including Pay-TV channels as well as VOD.
Austrian company Hoanzl Vertrieb5 has interests in DVD disThe answer to that issue may come from both market and the pu- tribution and has been working with established Vienna-based
blic sector, which needs to think about the long-term interests VOD service Flimmit6 on developing on-demand services. The
of the audiovisual sector more generally and may be able to help business behind FilmDoo (See page 28) has also developed
incentivise investment in on-demand film releases.
video content management software (Fassoo7).
The sector recognises that it also needs to grow, both in terms Those diversified interests can generate revenues in still strong,
of individual businesses but also as a networked, collaborative if declining business areas that can be reinvested in long-term
sector. (See Conclusions)
development of on-demand interests.
The European independent VOD sector is also still young. Innovation, experimentation and market maturity naturally create
As already mentioned, there are a few established players but a diversity of models but there are critical uniting factors too.
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A VOD culture:

The first is a belief that on-demand platforms are not simply a
form of exhibition or exploitation. VOD represents a more profound shift, fulfilling the expectations that the Digital Age would
be an interactive, inclusive and participatory audience-driven
economy.
New connections:

The second is that, while generally retaining sympathy for, and
often deep links to, the traditional industry, they are working on
more effective and efficient ways of connecting diverse European
content to audiences. A recurring theme in interviews and case
studies is that a brief weekend in a limited number of cinemas
cannot be the sole mechanism for ensuring talent – and particularly new and emerging talent – finds an audience.
Content diversity:

A differentiating strength of online platforms and services is
that they match content to the fluctuating needs and desires of
audiences. Times when viewers can settle down to a full-length
feature film are limited (although they dramatically increased during lockdown). The rise of subscription channels brought with
it a new phenomenon in the ‘binge watching’ of series, with every
episode released simultaneously. At the other end of the scale,
there may be room for new forms of short-form content. But
interviewees suggest platforms want to experiment with formats
and methods of audience engagement, and that creates opportunities for diverse new talent.
Cross-border reach:

More than 75% of respondents said their services were available
in more than one country. Half of services reached three countries, while 30% were available in more than 10. Almost every
European country is serviced by at least one of the services in the
survey; some have non-European markets, including Canada,
Algeria and Djibouti, while others offer a full global reach. A number have launched, or are in the process of launching, services
tailored for neighbouring countries in recent months, including
Sooner, Tënk (See Case Study p19) and LaCinetek (See Case
Study p37).
A new ecosystem:

Most are sympathetic to the existing ecosystem, looking more
for collaboration and partnership, rather than antagonism. The
European independent VOD sector is founded on a critical and
unstoppable new reality: Audiences are demanding to watch
content how, when and where they want. European ambitions for
a diverse, inclusive and participatory culture need to exist within those realities. The services in this report see themselves as
constructive partners in ensuring that diverse European content
connects to diverse audiences.
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CHAPTER 2:
Sector evolution
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IN BRIEF
∙ On-demand services are the fastest growing part of the AV economy
∙ Changed patterns of audience demand are inevitable and disruptive
∙ Lockdown saw rises in every area of a heterogenous VOD industry
∙ Technology is a key influence on VOD growth but evolves fast
∙ People want content on the move which creates opportunities at a cost

The VOD sector is the fastest growing part of
the film economy with the number of subscribers to SVOD platforms in Europe exceeding
100 million in 20198.

its launch15.

National and satellite broadcasters have been flexing their
muscles in recent months too, launching OTT subscription services of their own, including Joyn (Germany)16, Salto 17 (France)
18
That growth needs context: SVOD still only represents 13% of and BritBox (UK) .
paid services revenue in 2018, compared to 87% for pay-TV; The domination of US streaming services is having a disruptive
while DVD still outperformed online downloads and rentals (67% effect on the value chain.
versus 33%)9. And independent services are a fraction of those
For some, there are positives in change: producers are finding a
fractions.
source of finance and market reach through deals with the major
Another necessary caveat to all pan-European reports is that there streaming services, albeit at the expense of their independence
are very wide variations between countries. SVOD is considerably over rights.
more developed in Scandinavia, the UK and Germany than other
countries of Europe, including France, which has been notably The scramble for global online empires has created considerable
competition at the top but that may not be sustainable. History
slow in its adoption of subscription services10.
suggests a period of market failures, takeovers, mergers and acEurope still suffers from a digital divide too with uneven access to quisitions may be inevitable with domination of a single or small
high-speed broadband, despite huge governmental efforts11.
number of players (as with Google, Apple and, previously BlockNonetheless, it was clear even before the Covid Crisis that VOD buster in other areas).

had become an unstoppable force. Some analysts report streaming The relative benefits to the European content production business
in Europe increased by 68% year-on-year in 2019 even before the may be less attractive in a more monopolised market.
pandemic12.
The independent European VOD services in this report often fly
Growth has been driven by the streaming majors, notably Netflix under the radar. The commentary tends to focus on the global nuand Amazon, which collectively enjoyed between 70% and 80% mbers, which are skewed by the domination of Netflix and Amazon
market share13 in Europe in 2019 with Netflix claiming around in particular.
half of all SVOD revenues14.
To an extent, the trends at the top are reflected in smaller services.
Newcomers are already eating into that domination. Disney+ The same patterns of growth work for independent services. The
raced into a lockdown-assisted third place in the UK SVOD mar- lockdown had the same beneficial effect on both visitors and on
ket with more than four million subscribers, just a few months after transactions and subscriptions.

LOCKDOWN GROWTH
The pandemic lockdown turbo-charged the already powerful the average increase was 270% . That number is distorted by a
momentum behind VOD.
few services, which saw exponential growth –15% reporting increases above 500%.
Richard Lorber, President and CEO of Kino Lorber and a ‘virtual cinema’ pioneer during the lockdown said: “There was Those big leaps were reported by smaller and newer services,
already an ongoing paradigm shift in the marketplace towards starting from a low base of customers.
virtual screenings, online and home viewing…but the paradigm
In some ways, it was more interesting to see the double-digit
shift became a paradigm shove.19”
growth of already strong businesses, such as Filmin (See p26),
That push is reflected in the performance of indie services during which were already outperforming growth in traditional media
the lockdown. Almost 80% of services saw an increase in visitors markets.
and more than 60% a significant increase in paid transactions.
Some established VOD markets also saw a considerable
Among those who did see significant growth in paid transactions, lockdown growth with the Nordic region particularly strong20,
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according to reports, with rapid growth in both subscription and
transactional VOD.

Now most analysts are predicting a VOD bounce from the
lockdown, believing the short-term boost will translate into sustainable business over the longer term. Worldwide online streaming is predicted by some to be worth $42bn22 (€35m) by 2022.

“

A paradigm shift has
become a paradigm
shove.
Richard Lorber, Kino Lorber

That growth has come in a very short time span and it should
certainly not be assumed that the market today has reached any
kind of fixed position. There are reasons for optimism though.
In Europe, the lockdown allowed audiences to find and interact
with platforms that they may never known existed and the growth
of recent years meant that many services were ready to turn that
short-term curiosity into long-term business.

“

Rethink Technology Research estimates that subscription services globally saw an average 8.7% increase in subscriber numbers and a 7.9% lift in revenues21, meaning most EUROVOD
members outperformed the market.

A HETEROGENOUS ECONOMY
One of the frustrations for the sector has been a lack of understanding of its complexity and diversity in parts of industry, the
public sector and in the wider economy. The survey suggests
nearly 40% of respondents agree, or strongly agree (11%) that
the rest of the film value chain does not really understand the
value of VOD.
There is a tendency to equate VOD with supposed physical
media alternatives. The European Audiovisual Observatory, for
example, has suggested transactional VOD is closely linked to
DVD and other physical media; while subscription is more akin
to Pay TV.
This tendency towards problematic equivalences has led to
misleading comparisons between lockdown revenues online
with those in a conventional theatrical release. The ambition of
an independent European VOD sector is not to replace cinema
or any other media but to be part of a changed ecosystem that will
allow film to reach its full potential.

called FAANGs (Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix and Google)
are not a single homogenous group. Each has contrasting and
diversified business models.
The focus of this report is on OTT (over the top) services, meaning delivered directly over the Internet, rather than through an
intermediary, such as a broadcaster. OTT Video on Demand
does not describe a single technological or business trend.
Rather, it covers a number of different online services with a
variety of business models and mechanisms for consumer engagement.
The survey shows European services are divided equally between
download and rental and subscription models. (See Graph 2)
There has undoubtedly been a shift in recent years towards
SVOD (see below). But a number of services have recognised
the value of diversified hybrid offers to meet shifting patterns of
consumer demand.

Too much of the commentary is skewed by the huge subscriber In April 2020, UniversCiné Belgium and ContentScope in Gernumbers and revenues of US streaming giants. The reality is many created a single platform called Sooner, unifying Universand combining
much more complex. Even the dominant US companies – the so- Ciné’s Belgian TVOD and subscription brands
with a number of VoD channels in Germany 23.

Graph 2:
VOD models
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The different types of VOD model are now fairly clearly The market is predicted to grow strongly in coming years with
established:
interest from major broadcasters but the market took a hit in
lockdown as advertising revenues went into steep decline. Most
analysts predict a quick comeback to progress30.
SVOD – Subscription VOD
Subscription services usually offer access to a library of streamed FVOD – Free Video on Demand
content for a monthly or annual fee. In less than a decade, such
services have come to dominate the on-demand market, making FVOD is a broadly defined category. It is sometimes used to describe the vast amount of content made freely available on social
up around 77% of revenues in 201924.
media services, such as YouTube and Facebook, but also Arte,
Netflix and Amazon Prime have been the market leaders with and increasingly supported by ‘pre-roll’ advertising. Some see it
25
around 80% of all SVOD subscriptions in Europe , and leading as a huge growth area31.
the market in the biggest countries, including Germany, the UK
For the European independent sector, free content is normaland France.
ly used for promotional purposes. Introductory offers for new
Such dominance may not last. Netflix was famously offered for subscribers may include some free content.
sale to the then global home video leviathan Blockbuster for
$50m less than two decades ago. The launch of Disney + in In other cases, it is about promoting the values of a brand. During the lockdown, for example, La Cinetek’s Ciné-Club offered
2020 is already challenging the current duopoly26.
a free screening of Ettore Scola’s classic Nous Nous sommes tant
Subscription makes up around 40% of the services in this report aimés32, presented by Michel Hazanavicius and Cédric Klapisch.
and is the main business model for bigger services. European (See p37 for more)
independent SVOD services tend to see themselves as complementary to the majors and their success is often built on consumers who will pay for at least one service as well as a US streamer. BVOD – Broadcast VOD
The post-pandemic period will test assumptions about that Broadcasters have been important players in the VOD market.
demand and the potential limits of so-called ‘subscription sta- Initially, broadcasters concentrated on ‘catch-up’ services, alcking.’ (See p33)
lowing viewers to watch programmes missed at the time of screening on linear channels.
TVOD – Transactional VOD

Increasingly, broadcasters are recognising online services as
places for original content. The UK is at the forefront of these
TVOD describes paid download-to-own or online rental. It trends, and particularly the BBC and its iPlayer service33.
was initially the defining VOD format but now represents only
While not the primary focus of this report, it should be
around a quarter of European revenues27.
acknowledged that broadcasters will have an essential place in
Research suggests rental, which tends to be cheaper than the emerging ecosystem, potentially as partners, as well as comownership, is marginally more popular than download to own petitors.
(occasionally referred to as EST - Electronic Sell Through).
TVOD is stronger among the independent VOD services in the
survey. That may reflect lower consumer take-up of SVOD in
some countries, or different patterns of consumer demand, or
perhaps a more discerning and focused cinephile market, which
knows what it is looking for and is less attracted by the ‘all-youcan-eat’ approach of SVOD.

Piracy

The influence of pirates in distorting the market and undermining growth is still very much an issue for the sector. For some
it is a chronic problem, with more than half calling it either a key
issue (28%) or a maximum priority issue (28%).

TVOD has grown more slowly than SVOD and by 2018 was still And the Covid Crisis was a gift for illegal as well as legal streaonly achieving half the revenues of DVD28.
ming. Muso reports that during the lockdown, piracy rose 66%
in Italy, 50% in Spain and 41% in France34.
The lockdown raised the profile of TVOD, with films that could
not make it into cinemas released online at a premium cost. Gi- But the survey suggests copyright theft will not undermine legitiven the length of the lockdown, downloading or rental may have mate sector growth, with just 17% of respondents saying it is one
become habit forming but time will tell how far TVOD has been of the major barriers to sector growth.
given new impetus. Some believe it will remain marginal. TF1,
for example, shut its service in July 202029.
But it remains a significant model for independent services,
particularly as an add-on to SVOD. Many companies operate a
hybrid of different services, including rental and subscription.
AVOD (or ADVOD) – Advertising-led free to watch

ADVOD covers a variety of models offering some form of commercialisation of a free service. Hopes of an ADVOD boom
have partly been based on the frustrations of consumers faced
with paying high costs for subscriptions – something that may
increase in any post-pandemic economic downturn.
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INFLUENCES ON INDIE GROWTH
The market is evolving in many different ways and the potential
of the models outlined above are far from fixed.

• Social
• Technical/technological

Changed consumer viewing habits during the Covid Crisis may Those are talked about in the business consultancy world as
have a significant long-term effect on the way content is watched, PEST factors35.
and on the economics of the audiovisual sector.
Those factors are constantly changing but they offer clues to how
The influences on the evolution of a European independent to build businesses.
VOD sector will come from many directions:
They are also factors that are best tackled collectively and with
the maximum amount of knowledge and data.
• Political
• Environmental/economic

TECHNOLOGY
The technology powering VOD is constantly evolving in a That lack of scaleable and reliable tech provision can lead to
range of areas:
frustrations: a third of survey respondents saw the technical
limits of their platform as a barrier to growth.
• Hardware:
videoplayers, smart televisions, mobile devices, etc.
Much tech development is outsourced to specialist companies.
More than half of sites outsource their video player and 16%
• Infrastructure:
a webmaster. Among other outsourced tools and services are
Superfast broadband, 5G, Cloud technology.
a content delivery network (CDN), customer services, royalty
reports and apps development.
• Design and customer experience:
Web design packages, apps.

• Audience development:
Customer Relationship Management, data analysis,
social media, SEO.

Only 22% have their own in-house team to handle all tech issues, though only 17% outsource their entire tech needs. Most
companies (61%) are a mix of the two bringing in external support where necessary.

As services grow the pressure to upgrade will increase and
that can put pressure on a VOD service, a fact exposed during the Covid crisis. A number of platforms reported crashes
In broad terms, VOD needs software to identify, capture and and technical issues under pressure of higher demand, and in
nurture audiences and hardware and software to enhance the some cases as they migrated to new systems to cope with the
increases.
consumer experience.
• Business management:
Accounting software.

Consumer expectations of online services are often set by their On the positive side, technology tends to ‘commoditise’ with
experience with the biggest services: They expect technology more out-of-the-box solutions and lower cost companies servito work every time and their needs and wants instantly gratified. cing growing markets.
There is no standing still in terms of functionality or design
in such a competitive demanding market. Keeping up with
changes to technology and user expectation is a big challenge to
emerging small businesses, operating under major constraints
in terms of skills and finance.

Technology tends to follow what analyst Gartner calls a ‘hype
cycle’36: a new technology gets the market over-excited so its
potential becomes exaggerated; then industry becomes disillusioned as quick gains don’t materialise; but finally good innovations are adopted by consumers, creating a real market that
finds its own level.

Two-thirds of survey respondents say the cost of technology is
a major issue (33%) or a maximum priority issue (33%) for the The opportunities for smaller, independent businesses tend to
be at the opening ‘early adoption’ stages of a new technology,
European VOD sector.
when the market is still emerging, and the big players have yet
The problem for independent is that the cost of technology can to impose their domination.
be prohibitive. Close to 90% of respondents said the cost was
a key issue for VOD development in Europe with two-thirds Or they are at the productive stage when the technology becomes commoditised, meaning lower cost availability of tested
saying it was a major issue or a ‘maximum priority.’
technology.
The survey showed more than 70% of respondents saw the lack
of tech companies focused on the independent sector as an In terms of the hype cycle of VOD, for independent services,
issue for European VOD growth, with half seeing it as a very it is some way along the ‘plateau of productivity’ and the
lockdown will have added to its momentum.
important or essential.
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The dream of a ‘Martini’ economy in which films and series
could be watched (to use the drinks company slogan) “any
time, any place, anywhere” has long since become a reality.
The survey confirms that for most services, the laptop computer has been the dominant means of accessing their services.
On average 45% of services are accessed through computer
screens. Some platforms report laptop access as high as 80%
of views.
Computers usurped the prime place of the television in viewing
over the internet a long time ago. That decline is confirmed in
the report with just 14% of views of content on TV sets.

Devices

The number of devices on which content can be viewed has
been transformed during the last 25 years and is constantly
evolving as hardware is improved and introduced. The last
decade has seen the accelerated birth and evolution of smart
televisions, iPads and tablets, 4K television and a range
of smartphones capable of watching video. 3D television
managed to go through its entire lifecycle from launch to
death37.

The lockdown added an interesting footnote to that decline:
interviews suggest televisions returned to a temporary dominance while audiences were confined to their homes in the early
phases of the crisis. There was even a return of more communal
viewing habits with households watching family films together.
But the trend still points towards individual viewing on personal devices.
And the evidence of this report confirms the predictions of
many experts, that personal devices are becoming increasingly
mobile. Survey respondents report an average of more than
40% of films are watched on smartphone or tablet.

Graph 3: Viewing platforms
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Computer/
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MOBILE
The survey and interviews suggest that among the coming ad- monly used by consumers. Some of the bigger services, such as
vances in the sector will be a boom in mobile viewing, with 5G Filmin (See case study41) have deals with telecoms companies
and television manufacturers to bundle their services as part of
expected to have a significant impact38.
a package to their customers.
The survey suggests 22% of viewing already takes place on mobile devices. (Anecdotally, that number is likely to have tempora- OUTtv has a Pay-TV deal with UK broadcaster Sky.
rily fallen during the lockdown with television boosted by homeBut it is difficult for new services to break into the market, and
bound audiences).
deals can be expensive. 64% of survey respondents say access
Some analysts predict 40% of SVOD streaming will be on smart- to consumer platforms is a very important issue or a maximum
39
phones by 2025 .
priority.
More than two-thirds of respondents believe 5G will be impor- Interviews for this report and other research suggests the tech
tant and a third believe it will be a very important or essential is- that may make the biggest difference is in the less glamorous but
sue. In theory, its mass rollout may open the way to an era of HD essential aspects of services.
screening on phones, tablets and other mobile devices.
Speaking at the EUROVOD workshop European VoD MeeThere is also something of an assumption among respondents tings in 2019, David Croye, founder of JustWatch.com, told the
that quality will become a key market differentiator in the next workshop that “getting the basics done right is 50% of success.”
phase of the VOD market. 68% believe HD – and the evolution Easy navigation, fast loading, an attractive interface, etc. are criof HD television screens – will be very important or essential to tical.
the market.
The problem for small independents is that keeping technology
The survey recognises that 5G, ultra HD and other online de- updated can be costly in term of equipment and skills.
velopments are dependent on the right technical infrastructure.
Increasing quality puts a strain on the existing backbone of More than two thirds of platforms and services in the EUROthe Internet and during the lockdown the major steamers were VOD survey said the cost of technology was a very important
forced to reduce the image quality to reduce the strain on in- or essential issue. Half were also very concerned about the lack
of tech companies offering scaleable options for VOD developfrastructure40.
ments that would be relevant and affordable to independents.
The more immediate concern for VOD is access to the mobile
devices, smart television and other devices that are most com-

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
One of the benefits of the lockdown was a big reduction in the EUROVOD is playing a role in ensuring that environmental best
carbon footprint of the audiovisual industry. The postpone- practices are understood and is working on a study that will be
ment and cancellation of productions and festivals dramatically disseminated in the following months.
reduced the environmental impact as industry executives were
forced to work from home.
There has also, however, been a growing awareness that growth
of online services during the lockdown have had an impact too.
Some scientists now see the greenhouse gas emissions from devices, server farms and internet infrastructure as something akin
to the airline industry.
Obviously, European independent VOD channels make up a
tiny fraction of the total but there is a growing sentiment that
best green practice is becoming a social and economic necessity.
Policy-makers and public and private funders are already integrating environmental concerns into their decision-making, and
there are signs that consumers are increasingly considering the
green credentials of businesses when making buying decisions.
The survey showed that 74% of respondents are now considering active environmental measures (although only 5% had yet
implemented a plan). Understanding and sharing best practice is
part of the EUROVOD mission.
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CASE STUDY: FILMOTV

FilmoTV42 is a
French streaming
platform, founded
in 2008. It has
been a pioneer in
independent VOD
and made dramatic
gains during the
lockdown.

Bruno Delecour

FilmoTV is one of Europe’s most
established platforms and has
been among the early adopters,
testing and improving models
that are now at the heart of the
independent VOD sector. Its status was further enhanced during
the lockdown.
Over more than a decade, it has built up a formidable catalogue, able to cater to a wide range
of audience demand, from arthouse classics to
mainstream family favourites and original series.
It has built key partnerships with major media companions, meaning FilmoTV is available on many platforms and devices through
partnerships, including Bouygues Telecom, SFR
and Orange TV.
FilmoTV also launched a channel within the
Amazon Prime service: “We started the discussion with Amazon six months ago,” said Delecour. “We were very complementary to their
service and they were interested to distribute our
subscription service.”
As an already established brand, it was well positioned to take advantage of the opportunity provided by the Covid Crisis and saw major increases
in traffic, views and subscriptions during the
lockdown, with a 200% increase in new subscriptions and a doubling of TVOD use.
Its €6.99 Pass Illimité43 and free introductory
offer were valuable in convincing new audiences
to give the service a go.
Founder and CEO Bruno Delecour said the
lockdown began with high demand for family-oriented and kids movies, which was expected given the schools closures. At the same time,
there was a much-increased audience for both
European and US classical movies.

But perhaps most promisingly, viewers to the
platform showed a willingness to explore and
experiment with different kinds of films outside
their usual comfort zone, including work that
would normally be confined to arthouse audiences.
Delecour said: “What people were missing before was time. It was not a question of money.
They had time to take risks and they found real
pleasure in discovering movies that were different from the kind of movies they might think
they wanted to see.”
That exploration validated the way FilmoTV curates its offer and the way that it attracts and engages audiences .
The service takes an editorial-driven approach
with films selected and presented by around 50
journalists. “We create an appetite for movies by
telling new stories and creating an environment
around releases.” (During the lockdown, the
journalists wrote highly personal ‘postcards’ to
support their choices44.
The personal and authentic approach, suggests
Delecour, is more effective than much hyped recommendation engines. The idea that algorithms
can consistently and accurately guide audiences
to what they are looking for is overstated, suggests Delecour, “Automatic is not enough. In
general, audiences are happier to listen to a recommendation from editorial than to look at a
film generated by a previous choice.”
As FilmoTV has both a transactional and
subscription offer, it is able to increase its appeal
and reach but in both cases, there are limits in
how far audiences will search and find films without any guidance from the service. “Maybe just
10% of them will do a deep dive into the content.”
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In Delecour’s view, it is possible to over-complicate choices and
he believes there are just five core genres:
• Popular family-oriented movies, watched with a range of
age groups within a family
• Kids movies, aimed at young audiences
• Genre movies, and especially horror
• Arthouse movies, which can tackle more sensitive human
stories
• And familiar classic movies.
People will generally choose something from one of those categories, depending on their mood, the time of the day and with
whom they are watching a film.
Audiences who find unexpected gems through such recommendations seem to be more inclined to share their discoveries with
their friends.

It was not a question of
money.
People had time to take
risks and they found real
pleasure in discovering
movies.

“It (media chronology system in France) is too rigid. You can’t
have the same kind of window for every kind of movie. For a
blockbuster, you might find it on VOD four months later and
that is fine but for an arthouse titlee that is only one week in the
theatre, why would you wait. You will kill the movie.”
The time which audiences have spent with VOD channels during the lockdown is likely to disappear with the return to more
familiar patterns of work and a greatly increased competition for
time from cinemas, sport, restaurants and a host of other cultural
and leisure pursuits.
But he believes the momentum generated during the lockdown
means that a significant proportion of the new audience will stay
with the service. “People will keep the habit that started in the
lockdown.”

“

“

look at how it can retain audiences for film through adventurous
and challenging work, in the face of competition from series.
He would like to see more flexibility from industry and policy
makers.

The big challenge for FilmoTV has been new audience acquisition. Before the pandemic, just 35% of French consumers
had even tried VOD and Netflix dominated the still emerging
market.
FilmoTV targets those uninitiated audiences with special introductory deals and emphasises key differences with the US streaming services. “For us, we saw the arrival of Netflix in France
as an opportunity. The communication of Netflix was so strong
that it was all the media talked about, but that attention did push
all the VOD market,” said Delecour.
There was a chance to set out a distinctive counter-programming market position to contrast with Netflix, promoting European film, rather than series. Delecour is convinced that people
will take more than one service, perhaps Netflix for some needs
and FilmoTV for others.
The service sees itself as part of a French and European film tradition and relationships with cinemas are important. He believes
there is proven potential for an ecosystem in which VOD becomes the engine for building audience taste and choice working
alongside cinemas and the broader industry.
The frustration has been where growth is held back by what he
sees as an unnecessary and counter-productive conservatism.
During the lockdown, the problem was evident in the reluctance
of distributors to release strong work online while cinemas were
closed. Now theatres are reopening, he is concerned the potential revealed by the Covid Crisis will be threatened.
Delecour believes there has been a shift during the last few months and producers and theatre owners will need to think about
the kinds of content they are showing in theatres.
He believes that the diversity of films being shown in most
theatres has decreased and that the whole industry needs to
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CASE STUDY: TËNK

There has been something of a new wave of
‘creative documentary’ in recent years that remains under-represented on cinema screens.
Tënk has been a great champion of the form and
makes its mission clear: “To (finally) discover or
rediscover documentaries which no longer meet
their audiences for lack of distribution outside
festivals, schools and a circle of insiders.”
The price of €6 a month with a €1 introductory
month is designed to be affordable to both enthusiasts and those who may be just discovering
the power of the creative documentary. The
offer allows access to close to 400 films a year,
selected from a library of 800.
The service now has 22,000 subscribers with an
average of 1,000 visitors a day. That number increased during lockdown, from a pre-crisis level
of 17,000 to a high of 23,000.

Pierre Mathéus

Tënk was set up by passionate documentary enthusiasts and their understanding of the genre
is reflected in the standards of curation and
informed editorial. It embodies the position of
online services as a new phenomenon with its
own dynamic, rather than an ancillary form of
exhibition replacing declining DVD and terrestrial broadcasting.
In some respects, it is helping shape perceptions of ‘creative documentary.’ They have

championed the “subjectivity of the gaze, the
diversity and infinite complexity of ‘real’ experiences” or as they more bluntly put it ‘films that
make us think.’
The commitment to the form has extended since
2018 to production, creating 20 films and supporting 14 more, some of which have appeared
at major festivals. It also offers awards to support emerging talent.
Connecting those films to audiences is making a
serious contribution to the continued flowering
of the form.
The curation and editorial create a personality
and sense of purpose around which a community can grow. A regular blog keeps that narrative alive and current46.
“Our goal from the start was to make these documentaries available to as many people as possible,” said Mathéus. “And we are in the process
of winning this bet because almost 20% of our
subscribers did not know the genre when they
subscribed.”

“

Viewing has been
multiplied by almost
three and many
people have sent us
messages to thank
us for existing and
enlightening their
confined days.

“

Tënk45 has been
playing an increasingly important
role in the European
documentary boom
of recent years,
offering a VOD
home to essential
works. The service
has been available
in France, Switzerland, Belgium
and Luxembourg
but it is launching
ambitious plans to
extend its reach to
the whole of Europe
and beyond.

Documentary is one of the
fastest growing areas of the
film economy. The number of
productions in the EU increased
40% between 2010 and 2018, at
a time when feature drama production was relatively static.
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Tënk was determined not to allow momentum to be slowed by
the Covid Crisis, which arguably made the genre more necessary and relevant.
A major part of its response was to work closely with its
partners, particularly in the festival world. Among festival
partners during the crisis were the Lussas-based États Généraux du Film Documentaire, which was among the founders of
Tënk, Partnerships were strengthened with Cinéma du Réel
in Paris and Nyon-based Vision du Réel, which Tënk helped
move online47.
Such collaboration comes naturally to a service that sees itself
as a “cooperative society.”
The service also has an ideological commitment to an inclusive
approach to business. It is democratic and editorially independent in its structure and ideology with a one person-one
vote governance, regardless of financial contribution.
‘Our articles of association mean that all profits go to strengthening the distribution and production of documentary
films,” said Mathéus.
Its approach begins at home and, said Mathéus, the service
remains ‘anchored’ to its Lussas home in the Ardèche region,
where a creative community has grown up.
Beyond that, it has formed deep partnerships with industry.
“We count more than 100 partners, who are producers, directors, other industry professionals as well as local communities
and investors,” said Mathéus.
Then there are partnerships that increase the reach and profile
of the service, including with Mediapart and Radio France.
In the longer term, there is an ambition for broader European
development, helped again by partnerships, including German
festival Dok Leipzig, and the Italian Dei Popoli festival. The
service has already moved into North America with a Canadian
partner.
“Having started with our culture of documentary filmmaking
and production, Tënk has grown up,” said Mathéus.
The service is focusing on tools that will strengthen its audience reach, including a focus on search engine optimisation
and improved recommendations.
It has also created a Research and Development and development consortium with two universities (Lille and Valenciennes) and the company Spideo to create algorithms suitable
for documentary films.
It is a sign that the ambitious service is ready to flex its muscles:
“We are at an age where we must even better control and improve what we are: A player in VOD and therefore a player in
the documentary industry.”
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CHAPTER 3:
A new ecosystem
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IN BRIEF
∙ VOD indies see the future in terms of a mixed economy and a changed ecosystem
∙ Collaboration and cooperation are a means of sharing value across the AV sector
∙ The relationship with festivals during the lockdown offers a model for partnership
∙ Territoriality and media chronology remain major points of contention
∙ Forward-thinking policy and creative collaboration could overcome issues
Lockdown clichés about a New Normal are
an extension of a broader, long-running debate about the emergence of an audiovisual
ecosystem that could bring industry into
tune with the audience-centred realities of
a Digital Age.

The survey reveals a belief that cooperation and collaboration
can create a new creative environment which combines the
Knowledge Economy of audience data and development, the
Experience Economy of cinemas, festivals and events, and an
On-demand, Always-on Digital Economy.

Collaboration is important to the platforms and services in
this survey with nearly 80% seeing greater formal cooperation
The concept of an audiovisual ecosystem is useful as a means of between VOD and sales and distribution as an important issue
emphasising the interconnectedness of different elements in a in supporting the promotion of European work on VOD – and
changing world.
28% ranking it among the most important issues.
There has been, and will, be no neat, linear progression from Almost 70% want the same cooperation with producers, with
analogue and physical to digital and virtual. Instead, the eco- 17% seeing it as a most important issue.
system will consist of a wide diversity of business models and
During lockdown, the theory was tested with positive results
mechanisms for engaging audiences.
that may endure long after the pandemic. Elements of the virtual
VOD, cinemas, public service broadcasters, IPTV48 , cable and festivals, forced into being by the pandemic, are likely to remain
satellite, and potentially still physical formats, such as DVD will in place even after physical events start again, for example. (See
all play a part in an economy shaped by consumer expectations. below)
Those expectations in turn will be influenced by a range of politiRelease models, including shortened windows, worked well for
cal, economic, social and technological influences.
some kinds of film, particularly those from diverse new talents,
There will always be a state of tension between different parts of whose films had little chance of traditional theatrical success.
the ecosystem. Established or declining businesses will not wilAnd yet some models of cooperation during the crisis may struglingly cede ground to potential competitors.
gle to remain after the reopening. Half of survey respondents are
And there will be winners and losers in terms of formats and concerned about a lack of formal structures to support industry
platforms, while individual businesses will be subject to the usual cooperation and collaboration across the value chain.
laws of the market, with failures, acquisitions and mergers.
More than a third said the lack of mechanisms for dialogue and
The European independent VOD platforms in this study already exchange contributed to ignorance and misunderstanding of
belong to this emerging ecosystem.
the role and potential of independent European services and
platforms.

VIRTUAL FESTIVALS
Nowhere was the value of collaboration more clearly demons- Among Eurovod members:
trated than in the festival space, where online services filled the
•UniversCiné Belgium (hosted the Flemish MOOOV Festival 49)
gap as physical events were postponed and cancelled.
•Tënk (Swiss doc festival Visions du Réel, and Paris-based CiMore than half of respondents (56%) hosted, or supported and néma du Réel (See p19))
online festival or market, while 44% hosted an online premiere.
•La Cinetek (Festival du La Rochelle, Filmin the Catalan D’A
Festival events also moved online and almost a quarter of respon- Festival (See p37))
dents ran online Q&As to support premieres and screenings.
•Kino Fondas 50 and Žmonėscinema (Kino Pavasaris) (See p44)
Some services already ran their own events, including EUROVOD member Kinow 51, which specialises in building and
Cinesquare (See p46), Filmin (See p26). They were able to use supporting video platforms created a platform for the Aubagne
that experience to help cancelled events to quickly move online. International Film Festival 52 in just 48 hours.
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The long-term potential of retaining elements of the lockdown Festival, for example, said: “The good thing that has come out
relationship is becoming clear to many festivals.
of this situation is the awareness of highly-curated, more specialised streaming services. That is good for diversity and my imVanya Kaludjercic, director of the Rotterdam International Film pression is that it has opened up film to new audiences.53”

VALUE CHAIN TENSION
A diverse, dynamic and sustainable ecosystem will not be neatly believe they are competing with cinema, or broadcasters, but ofconstructed through consensus but will emerge from what are fer potential for opening up new business, while knocking down
likely to be more turbulent years of disruption and change.
geographical, social and technical barriers.
There are times when European independent platforms will
share interests with the US services, particularly in the establishment of VOD consumer acceptance. At other times, they will
need to be a clear voice for a distinct European way of doing
business.

VOD services are not alone in that analysis. Speaking at an online workshop during the lockdown, Francois Yon, a founding
partner of leading French media company the Playtime Group,
said: “What we already knew is that it was getting tougher and
tougher to get meaningful admissions theatrically for arthouse
films worldwide. Anyone who says that it’s not true is lying, we
Too often, sensible and constructive discussion about reforms to knew it was coming and Covid accelerated it.54”
business practices become dominated by the actions and stateFor him and others, it is time for realism and pragmatism. That
ments coming from the US major players.
sense of necessary reform and new opportunities is challenging
But there is a major difference between European players and and some are reluctant to change.
those US services: They generally see themselves as sharing
the European mission to connect diverse content to audiences. There is frustration among the services and platforms in this
There is a clear desire from the services in this survey to be inte- study that distributors in particular did not take the opportunity
grated into a multi-faceted ecosystem, in which the strengths of of the lockdown to share in a unique opportunity to experiment
VOD are used in the interests of economic growth and cultural and innovate. Survey respondents say there are systemic issues
holding back growth:
diversity.
•Distributors holding back film rights (cited as an issue by
39% of respondents).
•Unrealistically high MGs (33%)
•Lack of materials, such as subtitles, digital formats, proTensions have been particularly obvious in two areas: territoria- motional material, etc. (28%)
lity and a media chronology, which privileges theatrical release
There is some understanding. Distributors, which were operaabove digital formats.
ting on tight margins before the pandemic are now facing severe
Given that many of the services were founded by executives in the challenges as cinemas tentatively reopen. A number of services
analogue value chain, the arguments of the traditional industries are in the distribution business but there is also a sense that the
are understood. But their decision to work in the VOD sector is momentum gained by on-demand services with long-term beneoften born of frustration.
fits to the whole industry is being jeopardised by short-termism.
But tensions are built into the on-demand model.

VOD is native to the Digital Age, where audiences expect to have
access to content whenever and however they desire it.

Interviews keep returning to a bigger picture: of European pro- The lockdown demonstrated the considerable value that can
ductions and diverse talent being denied the opportunity to win come of partnership and cooperation. And what services want is
audiences in a new world because of the restrictions of the old. dialogue and cooperation, which might benefit all.
That argument does not deny – and indeed celebrates – the Services see an important role for public institutions in incentiviimportance of cinemas but it suggests VOD offers a new kind sing distributors to support the additional reach and engagement
of opportunity, particularly for diverse talent. Services do not of VOD; or in supporting alternative routes to market.

TERRITORIALITY
The most problematic issue for VOD is arguably geographical.
The entire system of European independent film is largely predicated on the sale of territorial rights, with national pre-sales
contributing to production.

The peculiar contradiction in the EU that there is free movement
of people but not free movement of what those people want to
watch has generated much heated debate. The arguments are still
being played out in the sometimes fractious discussion about a
Digital Single Market in Europe 55.

One of the main reasons why the Digital Age has been so disrupQuestions continue to be asked about the restrictive effect
tive is that the Internet does not have borders.
of geo-blocking and geo-filtering - which imposes physical
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boundaries on online distribution – on consumer choice and the And yet almost 90% say subtitles remain an issue for the devedevelopment of European VOD.
lopment of the sector and two-thirds say it is very important or
maximum priority issue. More than 80% say the cost of subtitling
It makes creating international services difficult.
is an important sectoral issue.
The fragmentation of international rights is seen as an important
issue by more than 80% of respondents, with 44% seeing it as
a maximum priority (second only to return on investment). It
also makes international business costly and bureaucratic – twothirds of respondents say multi-territorial management of platforms is a problem holding back sector development.

The tensions over the fragmentation of international rights are
not confined to VOD. Some sales agents and producers have begun selling global rights directly to the major platforms.

“What is a world sales agent today?” asked Francois Yon, of the
Playtime Group: “Back in the day it was someone who was taking
a movie like a big sausage and cutting it into small pieces and
On-demand services of every size have looked for flexibility to selling it to countries one by one. But that is the old days.56”
help navigate a highly fragmented European market, with language and subtitles and important issue. La Cinetek, for exa- Most of those taking part in this study are pragmatic about
mple, can only offer a third of the content in its German and Aus- change and look to work with distributors in national markers
trian market that it can in France because of rights and subtitling but they are looking for more cooperation and collaboration.
issues. (See p37).
Some interviewees want policy-makers to recognise the need to
There is particular frustration that Europe still has an issue with work with VOD services in maximising the reach of work. The
subtitles. Given the number of languages within Europe, subtit- argument is one of added value, with a belief that too much of
ling is essential and it is recognised as culturally important by the potential of European productions, and the growing number
policy-makers. There are no overwhelming technical issues with of internationally-minded co-productions57 is lost in the current
system.
specialist businesses in the market.

MEDIA CHRONOLOGY
More than half (55%) of survey respondents believe the restrictions of a theatrically-dominated release window is a very important, or among the most important issues (33%) holding back the
development of a collaborative online and physical ecosystem
that can push European content into a new era.

The passions around the debate over release windows make it
difficult to have a rational, nuanced discussion.

The argument about whether a Hollywood blockbuster should
get a Premium VOD release - meaning online before cinema - is
vastly different to discussions about whether a film destined for
And 72% believe it is an important issue for policy-makers to a tiny release on a single weekend in cinemas can realistically be
tackle with 39% ranking it as a most important priority.
best served by months of waiting to appear on a platform.
The argument made by the platforms obviously has an element The frustrated argument of those questioned for this report is
of self-interest but they also suggest that release windows are in- for flexibility. The thinking about future development of media
creasingly a barrier to a diverse and sustainable industry.
chronology is nuanced with relatively little dissent about the
continuing value of theatrical release and festival premieres.
The lockdown period – and the reopening – may have poured oil
on to the flames of the issue with Hollywood studios unilaterally There is an argument that all films lose marketing momentum in
deciding to ignore the windows, and even to release major block- a current crowded media and entertainment landscape. But it is
busters on VOD first.
more that some films – and by extension the film-makers behind
them – are having to pay for a system made for another era. And
Disney’s decision to put the long-anticipated live-action Mulan the kind of films that struggle, they argue, are exactly those dion its Disney+ channel caused outrage among US cinema chains. verse films of emerging talent that Europe needs to support.

CINEMA RELATIONSHIPS AND PHYSICAL EVENTS
The bold and disruptive entry of US streaming giants into the
European market dominated the headlines, suggesting a contentious and oppositional relationship between cinema and VOD.
That has not been the approach of the European independent
VOD platforms and does not reflect the way that the independent market has evolved.

An extensive Europa Cinemas study in 2018 showed that only
a quarter felt on-demand platforms represented a threat to arthouse cinemas in Europe58.

The EUROVOD survey shows that 17% of respondents have a
direct relationship with a cinema or cinema group, 11% are part
of a company, which owns a cinema, and 89% work with cinemas
Relationships between independent cinemas and independent on film promotions.
VOD platforms has been growing. Close to 90% of respondents
Some sites directly contribute to cinemas. Austria’s Kino VOD
work directly with cinemas in film promotions.
Club contributes a third of the revenues of a rental to inde-
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pendent cinemas59 ; while MUBI Go offers its members free
entry to a selected film in theatres60.
Cinemas themselves may operate VOD services, such as the
Curzon group in the UK61. During the lockdown, a number of
cinemas either set up or participated in services, such as MK2’s
Festival à la maison62, MioCinema 63 in Italy, or Kino Lorber64
in the US.

Graph 4: Partnerships

Independent European services were involved in the big-screen
Experience Economy beyond just partnership with traditional
venues.
Some run physical festivals, such as Filmin’s Atlàntida event (See
p26).
During lockdown, there were some secondary event release models to keep some of the experience economy alive, including a
resurrection of drive-in cinema. The airport in the Lithuanian
capital of Vilnius, for example, was transformed into a drive-in.65
The combination of the Digital Economy and the Experience
Economy should create powerful momentum for the AV sector,
according to the platforms.
The sentiments from the survey, case studies and interviews is
that the post-lockdown period should be a chance to review relationships between different parts of the audiovisual value chain
and to find positive ways to better exploit the potential of European work and increase the participation of the full diversity of
audiences.
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CASE STUDY: FILMIN

Filmin is a Spanish
VOD platform
launched in 2007
and one of the European independent
sector’s leading
light. It is also one of
the clearest success
stories, now in profit
and with healthy
audience growth
further boosted during the lockdown.

Filmin is a rarity in the independent European VOD market,
as a well-established and profitable service that does not operate under the shadow of the US
streaming giants.
It has cemented its place as the market leader in
Spain for European films, both commercial and
arthouse. “FilmIn is known as the only one focused on European cinema,” said Jaume Ripoll,
co-founder and head of content and development.
Its integration into the film ecosystem is helped
by the fact it was launched with the support of leading distribution companies in a Spanish market,
which had lacked legal services.
It has understood how to combine the value of
the virtual and physical economies. Filmin has
run the Mallorca-based Atlàntida Film Festival66
for a decade.
Supported by Creative Europe and national
bodies, it offers a model of how VOD can be an
effective and positive contributor to a broader
value chain and market.

Jaume Ripoll

The lockdown offered a useful test of its progress. As a well-established service with a loyal
base of subscribers and a strong national profile,
it was not clear how much growth there was in the
market. In fact, the pandemic exposed high levels
of untapped demand and Filmin was at one point
the second most searched VOD term on Google
in the country.
Visitor numbers climbed 15% and among the
growth areas was a large influx of 40-to-50-yearolds – a promising demographic for retention,

“Some of them may already have tried services
from HBO and Amazon but during the lockdown
they were looking for something new,” suggests
Ripoll. “They found Filmin, looked at our long
tail of great films and they said, ‘OK this is our
platform’.”
Success in attracting audiences is of course only
half the battle for VOD services. Filmin needs to
retain them and to encourage loyalty and exploration.
Ripoll is thinking strategically about how to lock
down those lockdown audiences: ‘In the short
term, we have more subscribers, but we need to
think about November and December when we
expect there to be less money to spend and more
competition from new VOD services.”
The Spanish economy could be among the worst
hit by the Covid crisis, given its reliance on deeply-disrupted sectors, such as leisure and tourism.
But Filmin has had to deal with tough challenges before and has an infectious confidence in
its ability to adapt in what has been a constantly
changing market.
Ripoll has characteristically sought to innovate a
path through the crisis and launched a number of
experiments to turn short-term visitors into loyal
users.
Among the most successful initiatives has been
an ambitious editorial feature section on the
site, called The Filmin Times , which tracks the
modern history of Europe as interpreted by
film-makers over the years. It is far from a gimmick – the beautifully-designed web resource
has become a popular place for a broad range of
visitors, some of whom said Ripoll were spending
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up to 40 minutes reading. Filmin67 is convinced that high quality
editorial is a more active and effective way to promote the service and encourage audience engagement than the more hyped
techniques of recommendation and algorithms. “We do things
another way, “ said Ripoll.

became the most successful film at the festival, winning
the audience award. It was almost silent film but people went
crazy for it. “

Now the film has a international distribution and an enthusiastic
following of people, who would have had little chance to see the
The site was ambitious to reach and engage a broad audience work through conventional release.
beyond loyal cinephiles. And the crisis provided evidence that it
could connect great films with audiences who might never have Broadening the audience begins with having confidence in the
encountered them through a conventional theatrical and festival potential of supposedly elite arthouse work and believing in its
potential to inspire people, suggests Ripoll. It also needs a rerelease.
lease and marketing strategy that can truly exploit the hype from
festival. Momentum is critical, particularly for more diverse, adventurous new work, he said.

Audiences found Filmin,
looked at our long tail of
great films and said ‘OK,
this is our platform.’

Ripoll believes the VOD has a dynamic of its own that can be
used to drive the creation of a successful European audiovisual
ecosystem, hand in hand with cinema and physical festivals.

“

“

“It’s important for the industry to understand that an online release is not the end of the road.”

It offers a route to audience recognition for film-makers and a
way for producers to find success beyond the limitations of a
narrow theatrical strategy. He said there would be great value in
68
A good example comes from the El D’A festival , the leading involving independent on-demand platforms in earliest stages of
arthouse event in Barcelona, which moved its tenth edition to the the production process.
Filmin platform after coronavirus forced the cancellation of the
physical event. The move proved successful, with 215,000 views What is needed now is for producers and rights holders to grasp
the long-term value of building strong European players in the
and demonstrated the advantages of online exposure.
VOD market, said Ripoll. He recognises that revenues from onAmong the festival’s 2020 films was a work by Núria Giménez’ line-only release, like those seen in lockdown, are still building.
My Mexican Bretzel, an original and engaging work, based on “Of course, it’s not at the level of theatrical for some films, befound footage. The film, Ripoll said, was a “masterpiece, almost cause VOD costs €7 a month where a cinema ticket might be
like a silent movie” that, like so many arthouse works, earned ac- €7 per person.”
claim at physical festivals, but was seen by a tiny group of people.
Its screening at the Gijon Festival was attended by just 14 people But he said the numbers were rising fast, a fact recognised by the
and a screening at Rotterdam earned it the 2020 Found Footage group of established distributors who co-own the service. “They
are happy,” says Ripoll. Rights holders now receive cheques for
award but again a small audience.
€20,000, where two years ago that might of been €5,000 and
The online release of the film was watched by three key in- two years ago that might have been €1,000.
fluencers, who recommended it through social media:
“The effect was amazing. It went viral and after 10 days
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CASE STUDY: FILMDOO

In one key respect, FilmDoo is
the embodiment of what differentiates on-demand culture.

The business began with a passion for world cinema and a determination to find audiences for
great works, which struggled to get any distribution outside their home countries.
During the course of its audience analysis,
It built up an impressive library of films from FilmDoo made an essential discovery: 80% of
around the world, championing countries, whose its traffic was coming from language-related
film-makers remained undiscovered, often simply searches.

because they are beyond the narrow range of per- It also found that unlike the general audience for
ceived film-producing nations.
arthouse and world cinema, its foreign-language
“We wanted to bring these unseen voices to global film audience was relatively young: 72% of the
audiences and to connect the world through film,” FilmDoo audience is between 18-and-34-yearsold.
said Weerada Sucharitkul.
Those neglected voices are often emerging
film-makers from exactly the under-represented
groups that the audiovisual industries have spent
the last few years saying they wish to support.
FilmDoo addresses what they see as systemic issues in film distribution that have been undermining aspirations to cultural diversity.

Weerada Sucharitkul

We realised we had
a mission to help
people learn languages and explore
cultures through film.

“

FilmDoo.com is a
UK-based VOD
service with a global
audience, launched
in 2015 at the
Cannes Film Festival
by Weerada Sucharitkul and William
Page. It is pioneering an exciting
language-learning
link between great
film and audiences.

It is a service that has evolved through studying,
understanding and acting on changing patterns of
audience demand.

“

FilmDoo began with clarity of mission and a determination to use the advantages of a digital economy to achieve it. Among the most important
gifts of the digital era is the ability to capture and
analyse audience data.
From an early stage, it understood that success
in an on-demand digital economy needs to be
based on knowledge and an understanding of
audiences.

It found that it was not serving an ageing audience
of cinephiles but a very different audience wanting to immerse itself in the language and culture
of other parts of the world.
There are some key groups with their own motivations to use the service:

• For some, the motivation is educational and the
service has a strong university student audience.
• For emigrants and immigrants, it represents a
chance to immerse themselves in their new environment.
• And, of course, large numbers of people simply
have an interest in other cultures and languages.
Increased traffic during the lockdown was partly
driven by a desire to reach out to the world as lives
contracted into home working and social bubbles.
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“We realised we had a mission to help people to learn languages
and explore cultures through film,” said Weerada Sucharitkul.
Culture and language are intrinsically linked, and it became clear
that there were new opportunities to enhance and expand that
founding vision. “The approach changed but the mission didn’t,”
said co-founder William Page. “Film remains a lens to see the
world.”
The company is taking on a famously challenging and complex
task. Educators have been struggling for decades with best methods for language learning, particularly in notoriously monolingual cultures, such as the UK. There are thousands of language
learning services and apps, each struggling to maintain the commitment and interest of students, whether at school, university or
into adult life.
But it feels it has advantages that traditional education lacks. One
of the main barriers to effective learning is relevance to is relevance, a sense that language learning is not just an academic pursuit but is a mechanism for connecting people and cultures. 90%
of learners drop out of online courses.
“There’s a simple reason,” said Sucharitkul. “it’s boring.”
Learning through film, she suggested, places language acquisition
into context, uniting it with something familiar and loved.
FilmDoo’s approach begins with its core skillset of acquiring compelling and exciting content to attract and keep the
audience. It has also developed an edutainment platform, www.
filmdoo.academy.
The tools adopt gamification techniques, offering virtual rewards
to make the experience fun and giving users a continual sense
of progress. They have won awards to help further develop their
work, including from Creative Europe MEDIA.
The service has always been entrepreneurial and innovative and
has won multiple awards. It ran a successful crowdfunding project
to help develop its technology and business model and is constantly adapting its offer.
The challenge of edutainment is that it comes with all the difficulties of any independent VOD platform, in terms of rights fragmentation, limited development resources and a battle to make the
service heard in the noise of an overcrowded online world.
It also faces additional challenges. Its ambitions in formal education institutions, such as schools and universities, means entering
a highly-regulated and bureaucratic world, itself dominated by major publishing companies.
But its appeal to teachers is making an impact and it has been enhancing classroom and learning tools69.
In the wider world, language learning is a highly-competitive field,
again with well-established and well-financed competitors.
In online learning, Duolingo70 has acquired 300 million registered users, just eight years after its launch.
For FilmDoo, the aim is to build partnerships rather than fight
competitors. Theirs is a mission that unites two of the fundamental
building blocks of European diversity: cultural content and language.
No service better illustrates the main argument of this report that
VOD is not the retail arm of the film industry. It is an engine of
engagement between and within cultures that could make a significant contribution to both language learning and international film.
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CHAPTER 4:
Audiences
and diversity
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IN BRIEF
∙ Diversity and inclusion will be a critical influence on the emerging ecosystem
∙ The lockdown demonstrated more open and adventurous audience tastes
∙ VOD services will indentify, test and nurture diverse audience tastes
∙ Consumers are open to ‘subscription stacking’ with multiple SVOD accounts
∙ Data analysis and tracking are important to building audiences

Marc Putman, CEO of Utrecht-based LGBT+
service OUTtv makes an important distinction between VOD services: there are those
focused on ‘people’ and those on ‘product.’
People-oriented businesses are based on understanding the
needs and desires of audiences and how to engage them in compelling ways. Product businesses are focused on content first
and worry about how to get people to watch later.
Almost by definition, ‘on demand’ platforms have to operate
with a deep understanding of how people think and act. They
have to be specialists in creating demand for the content they
offer.

The most popular service, according to the survey is Google
Analytics (40%), followed by Facebook Analytics (30%). Some
other services are employed, including Funnelytics71 (3%).
Just under a quarter have invested in a CRM (Customer Relationship Management) system, often offering a more coordinated means of tracking and servicing audience demand and
building business strategy.
There is still strong reliance on direct contact, particularly
through social media. Almost half of respondents (48%) said it
was essential to evaluating user satisfaction.

Other evaluation mechanisms include test groups, user data
studies and A/B testing, which captures audience reactions to
Netflix and Amazon have risen to prominence on an ocean of two variants (such as page design).
Big Data, which they have refined through algorithms into an A growing area of interest is the employment of AI (Artificial
effective services. Each interaction with the service creates an Intelligence), which can offer a deeper engagement with auindelible footprint that can be transformed into business value. dience data and smarter ways to formulate strategy72.
The much-criticised lack of transparency among those services Services are beginning to see the next stage of development
is based on the fact that audience data is the foundation of their of the sector as smarter sharing of knowledge between indebusiness model.
pendent services and with other agencies.
The European independent VOD sector does not generate The survey shows nearly 70% of survey respondents see lack of
enough data to follow the same approach, though it is constant- market intelligence as important to the future of VOD services,
ly accumulating valuable data through interactions with increa- and 55% recognise it as a very important, or maximum priority.
sing audiences.

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
Before the lockdown, the most important theme of the audiovisual industries had been diversity and inclusion. The domination of white men in creative roles had become a scandal and
the abuse of power by leading industry figures, such as Harvey
Weinstein, had been exposed.

audiences is in essence about mobilising the full diversity of audiences to engage with the full diversity of film.
This study suggests two ways in which VOD works:

There are services and platforms that bring together people as
In some ways, the demand for equality increased during the Co- communities with an appetite that may not be adequately served
vid Crisis with the coincidental rise of a global Black Lives Matter by mainstream release. OUTtv offers the clearest example in this
report, creating and nurturing an under-served LGBTQ+ commovement.
munity. Others, such as La Cinetek and Tënk, aggregate cineThere is an argument that VOD platforms are less tainted by the phile audiences, which have been marginalised by broadcasters
methods and models that led to such white, male domination of and traditional release.
the creative side of film. That is not just because of the make-up of
their organisations, (although the survey respondents are evenly Among the most interesting lessons of the Covid Crisis has been
divided between those who identify as men and those as women.) the evidence from more generalist platforms that audiences have
more open and adventurous tastes than th those served by the
The main argument is that the business model of European mainstream market.
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The lockdown offered a controlled experiment in this extension Voices across the industry say the lockdown made them think
of demand. Potential audiences had less alternatives to distract again about their attitude to audience choice.
them and the time to explore and enjoy services.
“Before the lockdown, we had preconceived ideas about what
There is a recurring theme among many platforms of audience kinds of films were more VOD friendly,” said leading French
behaviour: consumers began the enforced confinement watching sales agent Nicolas Brigaud-Robert.
comforting mainstream work and movies which touched on themes of pandemics and isolation. But with more time on their “The question for us is whether VOD consumption has changed
because audiences were offered something new and opened up
hands, they began to explore.
new kinds of diversity.”
Certain genres may have been particular beneficiaries, including
animation and documentary. In both cases, more intelligent, The really contentious point for the industry is whether the
creative and mature content tended to find very limited cinema cultural and economic value of work can be left solely to the taste
release and television screening. But during the lockdown, there of sales agents, distributors and exhibitors.
was an introduction, or perhaps reintroduction to great works Video on Demand threatens to bring the audience into the equain those genres.
tion.

Before the lockdown, we
had preconceived ideas
about what kinds of film
were more VOD friendly.

“

“

The case for the status quo has its merits. Distributors, for example, generally have experienced executives with long experience to bring to bear and are willing to put their businesses on
the line to support work in which they believe. And the established system means money from distribution reliably flows back
through the value chain to support production.
On the other hand, that system has contributed to the chronic
under-representation of women and minority groups in film.

Given the competition for consumer time, VOD services and And evidence does seem to be emerging from VOD of a more
platforms may have to fight to retain audiences, but patterns of adventurous and open audience than patterns of distribution
demand have been exposed, which can be the basis for new bu- might have predicted.
siness and sectoral growth.

PRICE POINTS
The evidence from the coronavirus period suggests price has not Research in the UK suggests a 9% drop in Pay-TV during
been a serious barrier to viewing VOD for consumers.
lockdown but a 6% rise in VOD streaming73. Some interviews
noted a similar pattern. (See Filmin p26)
The cost of online rental is low in comparison to the DVD and
Blu-ray equivalent and a subscription cost allows for a conside- For VOD channels, some optimistic signs emerged during
rable amount of viewing at a fixed cost, making it the cheapest lockdown. In some countries older audiences74 tried streaming
for the first time. That could be a very positive development given
paid-for method of film watching in history.
they are the demographic that consumes most European content
This study shows regional variations, often recognising the eco- and may be more inclined to be loyal users with less price point
nomic conditions in a country, though price may also be dictated sensitivity.
by the target demographic. In the Balkan countries, Cinesquare ,
for example, offered large amounts of free content and a monthly
subscription of €1.99 (See p46). In richer countries, subscription costs were higher, around €6.99 to €7.99.
The sense from interviews for this report is that subscription
channels in particular represent unprecedented value for money.
As Jaume Ripoll put it: “It is hard to argue with 10,000 films at
the price of a cinema ticket.ˮ
Price may become a more critical issue as economies slow down
post-Covid. Even the perception of a global recession and job
insecurity may lead to consumers reducing spending on leisure
and entertainment.
Recession may be more of a danger for premium Pay-TV channels, which have had a difficult time during the Covid Crisis, with
a collapse in advertising revenue. The selling point for many of
the highest-cost channels was sport, and that was severely disrupted by the pandemic.
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SUBSCRIPTION STACKING
The lockdown has been a lab for testing market assumptions warn of potential ‘subscription fatigue75,with consumers deciabout audience demand and evidence from this report suggests ding to reduce spending.
audiences are more complex in their choices than even the most
Other research suggests subscribers have fairly limited loyalty
sophisticated algorithms can predict.
to their subscriptions with high levels of service switching, or
No single service can meet the diverse needs and desires of all ‘churn’76.
subscribers, leaving the field open for complementary services.
And some analysts are proposing the idea of a “stacking ceiling”
Almost 90% of survey respondents agreed, or strongly agreed in any market. Ampere Research suggests significant geographi(53%), that multiple subscriptions would be the norm for cal differences. It estimates that US households may take as many
as eight SVOD packages, while in Germany and the UK the limit
households.
may be around three77. Six million UK households already have
And the evidence of lockdown seems to back up the notion that access to two or more SVOD services, according to research78.
people are willing to mix and match SVOD services. So-called
‘subscription stacking’ is essential to the growth of a European Emerging markets may be lower. Ampere sees plenty of room for
growth in the market with the limiting factor being cost, particuindependent sector.
larly given that Pay-TV will retain a significant slice of household
The big question is how many subscriptions consumers will be revenues, given its dominance in sport, where it is able to charge
happy to accomodate.
premium prices79.
During the Covid Crises, there were positive signs of demand. Subscription stacking is essential to the strategic positioning of
“What was missing before was time,” suggested Bruno Dele- many services. They have been promoting themselves as a comcour, CEO of FilmoTV.
plementary service to Netflix and Amazon, rather than a replaThe lockdown leisure time, of course, will be a luxury that will cement.
not survive the return to normality. Some commentators even

NICHES
Like other terminology in the film world, (such as genre and
art house), ‘niche’ is a problematic concept. It implies natural
limitations in interest that the lockdown seems to suggest may
underestimate audience potential.

The case study of FilmDoo in this report is an interesting example of a service which has dedicated itself to a particular interest
group. It serves language learners, looking to take a less classical
textbook-driven approach to language acquisition (See p28).

Niche is a term very much tied to the analogue era, describing In all of those cases, the supposed niche actually represents
work that sales companies and distributiors felt had very limited specialist interests of large numbers of people worldwide. The
appeal and consequently enjoyed a limited release.
frustration of services is they feel they are prevented in reaching
that huge potential global audience by the systemic restrictive
The essence of Video on Demand is that it does not have those practices of what remain at heart analogue businesses.
same limitations of theatrical programmes, television schedules
and shelf space.
A big question for many EUROVOD services is whether European film represents a ‘niche.’
VOD thinks more in terms of communities of interest than
niches.
The majority of the platforms and services in this survey are
based on European feature film.
OUTtv, for example, is centred on the LGBTQ+ community – a
self-selecting group with its own communities spread around the 80% of content is national (49%) or non-national European
world.
(31%). Just 12% of titles came from the US with 8% from the
rest of the world.
Some genres also have that same sense of community. Most obvious are horror, sci-fi and fantasy, around which communities While classic works are important to the appeal of services, only
have formed, with their own festivals, TV channels and a wide 36% of their titles were made before 2010. Half (51%) were
range of influencers.
made between 2010 and 2018 and 13% over the last year.
Documentary might also now have entered that genre group.
The number of documentaries has exploded in recent years,
alongside a host of festivals and events. For the first time, one
might identify a distinct ‘documentary fan’.

Series are beginning to make an impact but, in terms of titles,
they represent less than 2% of the total full length works in the
library (though if each episode is taken as a separate work, that
rises to 10%),

Then there are also narrower niches that have the ability to serve Only four services offered more than 20% of US content.
a small community of closely connected communities with often
The niche label in European film is a complex one and does not
esoteric interests.
necessarily represent any intrinsic quality. A mainstream French
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comedy, for example, becomes a de facto arthouse film when
subtitles are added in non-French markets.

Graph 5: Content origin

The case studies in this report suggest audiences on more generalist sites, have embraced supposedly ‘difficult’ arthouse work
when exposed to it in an unprejudiced way.
The evidence of this report is that VOD isn’t about niches, it is
about audiences.
Services are not averse to promoting themselves as specialists.
They may market themselves as distinctly European as opposed
to the main streaming services more US-centred offering. Some,
such as La Cinetek (See p37) are happy to promote their work in
curating the best cinema.
But the bottom line is always diverse content for diverse audiences.

Non-national
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CASE STUDY: OUTTV

OUTtv80 is the first and only LGBTQ+ media network: It is a diversified media company with
interests including VOD, pay-TV;
and content distribution.
OUTtv is Europe’s
only LGBTQ+
multimedia network.
Launched in 2008, it
offers a wide range
of programming,
aimed primarily at an
LGBTQ+ audience
but also looking
to attract what it
calls ‘open-minded’
straight audiences
interested in its
distinctive content. It
operates internationally on a range of
media with premium
TV channels alongside, and produces
some of its own
content.

Marc Putman

But it is perhaps most importantly what CEO
and founder Marc Putman calls a ‘people business.’
It knows its audience, understands its needs
and desires and has the business skills and experience to match the passion.
“The difference for us, and the success we have
had, is because we are about people before product. We are in the marketing business and our
attitude is that we always focus on our audience
and where they want to watch the content relevant to them.
“We can never compete on content with Netflix or Amazon – we can’t every day bring new
series, new movies and new documentaries but
we can know our audiences better.”
OUTtv has developed a range of channels to
maximise its reach, recognising the different
habits of different demographics. Because
OUTtv is a media company which uses a wide
variety of platforms to connect content to audiences, including:
• Traditional cinema releases
• DVD sales
• Amazon and iTunes
• TVOD rental and sales
• The OUTtv VOD platform
• Pay TV channels

• And deals with Netflix and others.
The company talks about a 360-degree approach. ‘Our goal is to address our community
in whatever way they choose to watch.” In practice, that means tailoring content, platform and
marketing to specific demographics and it aims
to turn audiences into active communities.
OUTtv is centred on a broad core audience of
LGBTQ+ people with the advantages of appealing to a self-selected audience. It also markets
its work to what it calls “open minded” straight
people attracted by the unique content.
“Our approach fits perfectly into a new mentality, a kind of exploration of freedom. It’s not
just about sexual identity but has a broader
perspective,” said Putman.
The service has been working to develop its
audience profiling and audience engagement
techniques.
Part of its community-building approach, for
example, has been using “elements of dating”
in which users share their watching habits. “We
encourage them to be able to see what those
they trust are watching and to share ideas and
habits across the community.”
OUTtv has not had an easy path to success. In
some countries, legal restrictions on content
can be regressive.
The company launched a pay-TV channel with
UK giant Sky but has been forced to deal with
an age rating on LGBTQ+ content during the
daytime. Making changes to content can be
expensive and undermines the business model.
In others, there is discriminatory legislation
and high levels of homophobia. Even where
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there is greater mainstream acceptance of the right to be gay,
some people do not want to be exposed to the culture. OUTtv
plays an essential role in providing content that will not make it
into the mainstream.

Its VOD activities will continue to grow but it also recognises
that, for now, more established formats still offer bigger economic returns. “SVOD is growing fast but it is nothing related to
the big money we see from Pay-TV services.”

A striking feature of OUTtv is that it finds ways around pro- By putting audiences at the heart of its strategy, the company
has the agility to be able to respond to changes in the market. It
will change when its audiences change.

Our approach fits
perfectly into a new
mentality, a kind of
exploration of freedom.
It’s not just about sexual
identity but has a broader
perspective.

“

“

blems and systemic barriers by never losing its focus on the
audience.
Its advance has been helped by conducting some business
through separate distribution arms. In July 2020, for example,
it acquired Benelux distributor Cinemien as part of a strategy
for a broad reaching European network81.
That deal was struck during a pandemic that, unlike most of
those featured in this report, brought mixed blessings.
There were certainly opportunities and it saw its VOD business double, but it could not compensate for lost revenues
elsewhere. Transactional online rentals and sales saw a significant and surprising increase.
Putman thinks it may be that the community was not seeing itself reflected in the mainstream of television, Netflix, etc and
was looking for specific content: “We assumed that because
they had more time, they were making more effort to find relevant and interesting content, beyond what is in the normal TV
programming and the subscription channel.”
Subscriptions grew more slowly, and Putman speculated there
might be some concern about making financial commitments
with a likely economic crisis ahead.
Viewer numbers for Pay-TV also increased during the lockdown
but, crucially, not revenues. Pay-TV suffered suffered badly as
95% of advertising revenues fell away. As a film distributor, the
company faced the same problems as all others in the field in
losing critical theatrical revenues during the lockdown.
Putman, takes a longer-term view. At the end of the crisis, there
will still be an LGBTQ+ looking for content relevant to their
lives, and OUTtv recognises that it needs to offer variety.
“Film lets you show diversity, with more depth, ideas and understanding than TV. But TV programming, particularly series, are really important for us to get people to use a subscription platform.
And a changing media landscape offers a new range of options
to bring relevant and exciting content to the community – and
those who just enjoy OUTtv’s unique programming.
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CASE STUDY: LA CINETEK

LaCinetek82 emerged from a collaboration between leading film
directors. Its mission was based
on a passion for sharing great
works with audiences.

LaCinetek was
launched at the end
of 2015 in France
and extended
to Germany and
Austria in 2019. The
subscription service
was launched in
2018.

Jean-Baptiste Viaud

had created an account with the site, though not
necessarily watched a film, stood at 60,000 before the lockdown but increased to more than
100,000.

The service has international ambitions. Already
in three countries, it is launching in French-speaIt was also born of frustration that “television has king Belgium and Luxembourg in October.
deserted classic films.”
The international appetite for such as service
Initially funded with just €300K, €200K of may be far wider. The New York Times wrote a
which came from the CNC, it offered a unique glowing article on the site and its philosophy in
model.The service offers limited access to 10 July 2020. The article began with the words: “To
films, selected by some of the world’s leading au- heck with algorithms: sometimes, you need a huteurs for €2.99 a month. There is also an annual man touch.83”
fee of €30.
Such enthusiasm demonstrates market potenIn France, it boasts a catalogue of 1,500 classic tial but expansion is much trickier than simply
films, all made before the year 2000. The films connecting to audiences. “We are taking one
are selected by film directors and organised the- step at a time because you have to go at the speed
matically. An extension into Germany and Aus- of the market,” say Viaud.
tria was launched at the Berlinale in 2019.
The German-language launch shows why cauJust before the lockdown, the service had close tion is necessary. The fragmentation of rights is
to 10,000 subscribers (those who had subscri- complicated enough but even where rights have
bed to the €2.99 selection du mois, the monthly been gained, subtitles can be a big headache. La
subscription). It was an already impressive per- Cinetek is offering only 500 titles in those Gerformance, given that the service had been run- man-speaking markets – a third of those available
ning for just a year and and a half.
in French-speaking countries.
During the months of lockdown, the numbers Expansion then can also be costly. Opening up
shot up to 16,000.
new territories means employing someone on
“What it means is that we recorded one third of rights acquisition, which can be very challenging
our total subscriptions during the two months of in a multi language, territorial system.
lockdown. It slowed towards the end but it keeps The unique approach brings its own logistical
going up, just not quite as much,” said La Cine- challenges. “We go the other way around to
tek managing director, Jean-Baptiste Viaud.
many other platforms,” says Viaud. “Any given
The lockdown greatly increased the profile of the platform may go to a distributor and say ‘hey,
service and leading newspapers and media began you have 200 movies we are interested in, let’s
to pay attention in a way they never had before. go for it.’” But LaCinetek begins with the selecThat attention attracted new visitors. Those who tion of movies by directors and the service then
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has to source rights. “The mission is different and so the way we The price has certainly helped but there is a more general sense
acquire rights is different.”
of being in tune with audience habits: “You have to take into account the way people are watching films and it is a fact that a lot of
It has some advantages. Some distributors have been very sup- them now are streaming movies, legally and illegally.”
portive of the cultural values of the platform and recognise that
it champions films that may never have had a significant release La Cinetek has become a legal means to connect young people
before – occasionally including films by notable auteurs.
into movie history and to build confidence in classic and arthouse
work. For Viaud, it is not just the case that VOD does not underThe lockdown provided plenty of evidence that audiences had mine cinema. “Platforms and cinemas should not just work side
not lost their appetite, just their means of accessing exciting and by side; they should work hand in hand.”
challenging cinema.
The power of online/physical partnership is illustrated by rela“We were at a crossroads during the lockdown. We had beco- tionships with festivals, such as the La Rochelle85. During the
me relatively famous in France but we needed to reach people lockdown, the festival created a ‘virtual’ festival with La Cinetek
who had heard of us but had never crossed the bridge to actually with considerable success. “Why would a physical edition of a
trying us. Suddenly in the lockdown they had the opportunity festival not work well, even better with online partners. We
and time to try us – and some of them became addicted.” In fact, showed they can run in parallel.
the increased traffic was so high that it caused a small number of
What matters is that passionate people on any platform recosignificant systems crashes.
gnise a shared mission in bringing great films and film culture
The ‘validation’ of support from major media, which had pre- to a large audience. “What we all need to do is invent new ways
viously not covered the service helped as did the support of together to promote and show movies.”
celebrities, who became passionate supporters through social
media. The service, of course, ran its own effective marketing
campaigns.

I think that we can totally
exist side by side with
Netflix with no problem.
It is a question of philosophy and people are
attracted by our values.
Maybe they even see it as
virtuous in some way.

“

“

Its editorial strategy in particular seemed to connect with an
audience disoriented by the lockdown. The thematic selection
of content became a firm favourite, helping define the cultural
narrative of the crisis for many.
The ‘un peu de reconfort84’ series was especially appreciated.
Viaud said the fact that a third of selected films were actually available on other platforms, including Netflix, was not a major issue
as people chose to watch through La Cinetek.
Viaud believes the distinctive selection makes the site unique
and creates a personality to which audiences feel loyal. It has given the service confidence as it tries to find its role in a market
dominated by US streaming services. “I think that we can totally
exist side by side with Netflix with no problem. It is a question of
philosophy and people are attracted by our values. Maybe they
even see it as virtuous in some way.”
How far the ambitious service can expand is dependent to an
extent on boosting its demographic reach. While it is still analysing lockdown numbers, there are signs that the service is attracting younger people. Viaud said around seven or eight per
cent of the audience had been under-25 but it now seemed to
be closer to 20%,
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CHAPTER 5:
Marketing
and engagement
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IN BRIEF
∙ Marketing and promotion is a multi-faceted task that constantly evolves
∙ VOD has its own dynamic and can create its own demand without prior success
∙ Curation, social media and quality editorial are key to brand promotion
∙ Original content is becoming and needs to be part of the European VOD offer
∙ European independent VOD services need support to stay ahead of the game

Marketing and promotion is a multi-dimensional challenge for European independent
VOD services. They need to promote individual content, their brand and often VOD
itself.

numbers could have been still greater. This survey suggested
44% of services did not have the marketing resources to take
full advantage of the opportunities presented.
As this report shows, platforms and services have responded to
challenges with ingenuity and imagination but there are limits
to what can be achieved at such a low cost.

They first have to get people to discover and visit their service,
then they have to turn a visit into a transaction, and finally, they Once audiences became aware of sites, the next task was to enneed to convince them to stay and engage in a highly compe- tice them in and offer a taste of what the services had to offer.
titive market. Those challenges multiply exponentially when
The area where high costs can be unavoidable is the acquisition
reaching out beyond a single national market.
of new customers. VOD platforms have some responses.
It is also an evolving field requiring high levels of skills and
Many services offered some sort of free content, including:
innovation as well as frequent new technology interventions.
• A free months trial (e.g. FilmoTV, Nok-Ze-Doc86)
The question mark has always been on the ability of VOD channels to generate their own marketing momentum without a
• One free rental film from the full catalogue (e.g.
prior campaign in cinemas or television. Such discussions tend TriArt87, FilmDoo)
to overlook the evolution of the sector.
• Free online performance (Medici TV88)
Close to 40% of survey respondents said theatrical release was
Many others offer some form of introductory discount, or spenot essential to VOD success of a film with no one strongly
cial offers for members during lockdown.
agreeing that it was.
It is hard to imagine that the sector could exist without social
There are variations between different forms of on-demand
media, which is used by all services and seen as the most imactivity. Generally, TVOD downloads and rentals of a film are
portant tool by nearly 70%. It is not free, of course. It can be
closely tied to prior awareness, generated on another medium.
costly in terms of staff time and paid promotions. It is subject
That fact was important during the lockdown. In the first mon- to quite sudden shifts in use with new services often adopted by
ths, successful downloads and rentals were often boosted by different demographics.
the momentum created by festival and theatrical release, and
Effective social media requires skills that sometimes need to be
from marketing campaigns launched for cinema, even if the acbought from third parties.
tual release was not in theatres.
Search engine optimisation (SEO) is considered an important
More than 70% of respondents ran a marketing campaign dupromotional issue for 80% of respondents and is not always a
ring the crisis to drive sales and subscription.
core skill.
But subscription channels have been finding strategies of their
SEO is an area that consistently evolves89 and can be a serious
own to encourage audience reach and engagement, particularly issue.
in terms of curation and editorial (See below).
A number of VOD operators have seen traffic reduced because
It should be acknowledged that services are trying to navigate of changes to Google search criteria in recent months.
a complex and constantly evolving environment with limited
resources.
There is some consensus at least that the biggest social media
platform, Facebook, has retained its influence, with more than
The cost of new customer acquisition is particularly expensive two-thirds saying it is the most effective service.
with 82% of respondents citing it amongst the key issues for
the sector, and more than a third (35%) calling it a ‘maximum Effective social media requires skills that sometimes need to be
priority’ issue.
bought from third parties.
While lockdown offered a huge opportunity for rapid growth
and the figures show that all sites gained in terms of transactions and subscriptions, there is some evidence that those
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Graph 6: Social media
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MEDIA PARTNERS
The reach of individual VOD partnerships is not normally de- reach has been partnership, often pooling the brand and cultupendent solely on a single branded website or social media.
ral reach of physical and online.

But those broadcast and telecoms companies are not easily persuaded to carry independent niche services.
Relationships with third-parties are also important to many services, including cinemas and festivals.
But targeting new consumers, with no previous links to the
service is a challenge.

“

We only had one person
in charge of marketing
during the pandemic,
which was not enough
to handle the increase in
demand.

“

Many of the services are included as packages on other services, such as smart TV or mobile phones. Filmin is offered,
for example, as a package for Vodafone users in Spain. OUTtv
launched a paid TV channel with Sky in the UK shortly before
the lockdown.

It an area where traditional media of radio and magazines have
residual influence.
Critical partnerships cited by survey respondents include festivals (74%) and cultural media (53%), which showed a much
While physical marketing may have lost a degree of its poten- keener interest in VOD than they had done before the pandecy, it still exists – and at relatively high prices – because it is mic.
effective with certain, often older, audiences in some European
countries.
Newspaper share of advertising revenue is, for example, still
particularly strong in some regions and countries, including
Scandinavia and Germany90.
More than half of services in the survey use newspapers and magazines, just over a quarter use outside physical promotions,
such as posters in subways and bus stops, and a fifth say radio
still has a marketing role.
Just 5% use mainstream television promotion, again with cost
a factor.
One important means of stretching marketing budgets and
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CONTENT PROMOTION
Platforms are clearly not alone when promoting individual contribute to the accuracy of predictions of consumer tastes
films. Many of the titles on offer on sites will have had a run in and choices.
cinemas or in festivals and 89% of respondents say they work
Such techniques, though, are expensive and rely on a level of
directly with cinemas on film promotion.
Big Data that cannot be generated by independent sites.
The synergies became clear in the lockdown, where many films
that might have had a premiere in cinemas were launched on- In terms of promotions, independent platforms do share some
line. More than 40% of services ran at least one online premiere of the same issues as US streamers.
and some, like Sweden’s TriArt Film were particularly active, Bruno Delecour, of FilmoTV, estimates that less than 10% of
putting their weight behind some high-profile award-winning audiences look beyond the first page of content offered them,
films91.
or the specific recommendations of services. ‘Surfing’ sites is
In some cases, VOD may have an even closer symbiotic
partnership. Some services, for example, will show and
highlight selections of the back catalogue of a director online
in order to promote a new film showing in cinemas. Sometimes,
it might be a thematic link. In either case, the role of VOD is to
strengthen theatrical performance.

not an efficient way to find content.

One important area of activity was promotion to younger audiences, which has been a critical issue for European culture in
general over many years.

The Covid Crisis was a rare moment when young people were
back at home and undistracted by social events. And services
The biggest hype in VOD promotion has been around algo- report a significant increase in families watching films together.
rithms, used to recommend films and to aid navigation of the
library. Those algorithms have become more sophisticated In some cases, services were filling educational gaps left by
over the years, helped by the accumulation of Big Data and school closures, such as Filmin’s Aulafilm92 initiative.
more informed analysis.
A third of services set up a partnership deal with schools during
There are expectations that Artificial Intelligence will further the lockdown.

CURATION
Curation and presentation are fundamental skills for European portunity to tailor content to the mood of audiences. Among
the best examples in this report is La Cinetek’s ‘un peu de reindependent sector.
confort’ selection of works. (See p37)
In the early days of VOD, the assumption was that audiences
were interested in volume and finding everything they wanted Personal selection: Services offering European cultural
content have taken a leaf out of the Arthouse cinema book in
in one place.
terms of appealing to cinephiles and culturally curious consuNetflix started out as a DVD-through-the-mail company, mers.
whose key boast was about the number of available titles it offered. As it evolved into a streaming company, it initially followed But they add a key additional factor, acting as a personal guide
to great works 24/7, rather than being tied to screening schethat same all-you-can-eat approach.
dules, or distribution slates.
It learned fast. In 2015, it began pulling back from deals
for Hollywood blockbusters to focus on series and original Having a personality behind the recommendation can have
content. It increasingly tries to guide users to content through advantages. La Cinetek again is a valuable case study, with
all the selections made by named auteurs. (See p37) And
algorithms and AI.
FilmoTV has journalists making recommendations, and duEuropean services followed the same trajectory. MUBI, for exa- ring the lockdown, those recommendations took the form of
mple, began as The Auteurs with that same volume approach highly-personal ‘postcards.’ (See p17)
but switched to a daily single ‘carousel’ film selection with
some success. Interestingly, in 2020 they began their Library Themes and recommendations, rather than algorithms and
service, offering a broader selection on demand93. It demons- AI-powered recommendation engines are considered as a distrates the fluidity of the market and the need to adapt curation tinctive and valuable market differentiation by many services.
to the changing needs of audiences.
This study shows a range of tactical approaches to guiding audiences to content, including:
Thematic curation: The platforms and services have shown
considerable imagination in the use of themes to organise
content to attract audiences. The lockdown offered an op-
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EDITORIAL
Most VOD owners have come to see value in making their sites creative, social and historical context.
a ‘destination’ in themselves with a range of compelling content
Blogs and social media posts can attract audiences to sites and
beyond the films themselves.
convince them to watch films that they might not previously have
The editorial provides context to a catalogue, helping build cu- considered. Editorial can drive diversity.
riosity and an appetite to buy or subscribe.
Editorial may reach its most effective level when it generates
It also creates a narrative around the content and adds a persona- conversation among subscribers and visitors themselves. That
lity to a brand. Bruno Delecour, of FilmoTV says editorial should creates a sense of community.
be “real, passionate, simple and authentic.” (See Case Study).
An interesting element that some services have been employing
Among the best example is The Filmin Times (See p26), which is ‘gamification’, using elements of the virtual rewards systems
traces history through classic film-works.
used in gaming to encourage use. FilmDoo, with its language
learning elements are a good example. (See p28).
Editorial is important for individual works in providing context
for the curatorial decisions they make and it can put film in its

ORIGINAL CONTENT
Services want to be, and to an extent are, involved at every stage The best opportunities for original content may not be in Euroin the creation and exploitation of work.
pean feature film but in lower-cost short-form content, or longer-form series, which have become so important to subscription
Almost three-quarters of survey respondents want to see pu- offers.
blic sector support at national and European level for original
content aimed at the independent VOD sector.
There is certainly an argument for greater involvement in production. Jaume Ripoll, of Filmin makes the case that directors
Original content has become the key model for the US giants, led and producers would benefit from including VOD in the earliest
by Netflix. Its move from its previous volume model was not just stages of development of a project.
a change in delivery model, it was a fundamental shift in business
strategy and philosophy.
Instead of giving people what they already know (or believe) they
want, the service realised that it was smarter to create rather than
simply service demand.
The House of Cards series in 2012 was a game-changer94. Putting out all episodes of a series at once helped create a new habit
– binge watching – and a more attractive and sustainable model.
Original content is the driving force behind the SVOD boom.
It has also changed attitudes in much of the film production industry. Suddenly, VOD was no longer a disruptive influence on
film rights, it was a financier of new projects, albeit one that demanded global rights in return.
European independent VOD businesses cannot compete on
the scale of an HBO, Amazon, or Netflix, with its 200 million
subscribers worldwide.
But there is keen interest in original content.
Clearly European indies are not able to invest the kind of money
that has allowed extravagant global series to be made.
Yet 45% of services surveyed are now engaged in original production in some form: As co-producer (22%), as sole producer
(14%), or as a pre-buyer of online rights.
VOD platforms are involved directly and indirectly in supporting
independent production.
Tënk, for example, has produced and supported more than 30
documentaries since 2018. (See case study p19)
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CASE STUDY: ŽMONESCINEMA

Žmonėscinema is a
Lithuanian platform
first launched in
2016 as a TVOD
service. It was
planning to launch a
subscription service
later in 2020 but the
needs of audiences
and the unique
circumstances
of lockdown saw
those plans brought
forward and rapidly
put into action.

Giedrius Gudaitis

For the first three years of its
existence, Lithuanian service
Žmonescinema95 was an exclusively download and rental
(TVOD) model.

600 library titles to subscribers. The offering
is a mixture of national and international works
and of arthouse and mainstream titles. Less than
20% of the content is national film, though Lithuanian content is among the most popular with
subscribers, said Gudaitis.

It emerged from Kino Pasaka, a cinema which
opened in Vilnius in 2009, and from the beginning began working on VOD and online strategies.

The virtual Kino Pavasaris was a major boost, adding a wealth of fresh festival content.

The initial service in 2016 was created using an
external supplier in UK developer Distrify but it
was decided after one year that it would be better
to develop its own systems, servers and data.
It had long planned to move to a subscription
service and was planning a migration during
2020.
And then came the pandemic. In mid-March,
cinemas closed and the annual Vilnius International Film Festival - Kino Pavasaris – was cancelled. The opportunity and responsibility to
move up the SVOD schedule became clear.
“As soon as we heard the news, we just had to
launch it straightaway,” said general manager
Giedrius Gudaitis. The site needed to be ready
to host virtual elements of the festival but it had
to be done at a far greater speed than intended.
“Our whole team of about 10 people worked
from 10 in the morning until 12 at night to get
the service ready.”
A dramatic increase in visitors, perhaps inevitably, led to teething problems including some
initial site crashes. Additional investment in resources became necessary to ensure that the site
was able to move quickly to its full functionality
The refreshed service was able to offer 300 of

“The festival bought a new audience to us and
thousands of subscribers,” said Gudaitis.
New subscribers were offered the first 30 days
free, followed by a €4.99 per month offer. From
a standing start, the service managed to attract
10,000 subscriptions in the first month, far in
advance of the expected projected numbers of
around 1,000 a month.
The core audience is national but it included
large numbers of Lithuanian emigrants. “We
thought a lot about that international audience,
especially as we had fresh Lithuanian content
to offer, including some films that had been
scheduled for theatrical release before the
lockdown.”
The marketing focuses on the ‘hand-picked movies’ curation of the service, which seems to be
resonating with audiences.
A communications team has been using social
media in particular to target audiences. The team
also used online influencers and critics to reach
potential customers.
The service is also supported by a sister magazine, which shares the name Žmonės (People),
and has the same owner as the cinema. “It was
very supportive, giving us a page in every magazine about our platform and new films and with
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interviews with directors and other cinema people.”
During the lockdown, there was an opportunity to heavily promote the site through around 50 stands in the centre of the capital Vilnius. Given the lockdown, the campaign was offered at a
fraction of the pre-coronavirus costs.
“The whole city looked like it was Žmonėscinema,” said Gudaitis.
Those successes raised impressive audience awareness in a short
period of time, but serious challenges remain.
The core problem for the service has been acquiring films, at
least in part as a result of conventions of media chronology.

We have had interest
from festivals that recognises that we can offer
an outlet for films that
would not be seen in a cinema. But it is hard to tell
at this stage how industry attitudes will evolve
because we have nothing
to compare it to.

“

“

The window between theatrical and transactional TVOD release
is dependent on negotiations with distributors but is generally
between two weeks and two months.
Flexibility for release in Lithuania during the lockdown was
limited. Local distributors, often bound by international agreements on films, were not likely to be moved by the wishes of a
small market.
“If a film hadn’t been released in a big country, they would not
release it in a small one. We had no deals on windows except for
a few Lithuanian titles, or on a small number of movies we distributed ourselves.”
Gudaitis said because the service was relatively new, relationships with distributors was still evolving. “The truth is that
we are still learning on the spot.”
The challenge for the service may be to ensure that the platform,
and VOD in general, is not dismissed as a short term means of
supporting cinema through a crisis but as an integral part of the
future of film.
“We have had interest from festivals that recognises that we can
offer an outlet for films that would not be seen in a cinema. But
it is hard to tell at this stage how industry attitudes will evolve
because we have nothing to compare it to.”
By taking such a bold stance during the lockdown, however,
Žmonėscinema has a working subscription platform and a
sizeable audience, and that is a strong foundation for the next
stages of its development.
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CASE STUDY: CINESQUARE

From the time of its 2010 founding,
Skopje-based
CutAway
films realised emerging digital
opportunities in VOD were going
to be essential to its regional mission.
Cinesquare 96 was
founded in 2017
by production and
distribution company
CutAway, focused
on championing
Balkan and
European cinema.
It is available in 10
nations in the region
- Albania, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Kosovo,
Montenegro, North
Macedonia, Romania,
Serbia and Slovenia),
as well as Cyprus,
Greece and Turkey.

Saša Stanišić

“We wanted to be original and to explore new
territory for narration – from production through
to distribution – using digital tools,” says founder
Saša Stanišić. It launched its Seecinema.net data
service to support regional film and film professionals.

80% of the catalogue and 500 films from South
East Europe “We curate and handpick our films
with a focus on Balkan and European films,” says
Stanišić.
“The audience doesn’t want a bottomless well of
content. Users are signing up largely for specific
programmes more than an entire service.
“Our strength is a very sharp editorial approach
and that is why we have more than 40 different
collections around themes, which we’re developing around a particular subject, country or
artist.”

Investment in marketing is a particular focus, and
a difficult one, given its international reach. There
were some advantages during the lockdown as the
service began to get more attention, as newspapers, magazines and television looked for
cultural and entertainment stories at a time when
Its approach to releases is to find the most effec- cinemas and theatres were closed.
tive means of maximising the impact of limited
budgets and frequently include day-and-date Social media is the critical tool and one of the
strengths of the company. CutAway has around
campaigns.
60,000 social media followers and uses it to
It is a complex task in still emerging markets. promote its online offering, with about 30% of
Cross-border distribution, of course, comes with followers now specifically following Cinesquare.
complexities of language, rights and local regulation. Marketing has to be localised to each national VOD success in the lockdown was a business
necessity during lockdown as CutAway’s cinema
audience.
distribution business declined with cinema cloThe company also has to be flexible in the bu- sures and there was not the government financial
siness models it employs to increase the appeal safety net to ease the blow as existed in many
to a wide diversity of audiences in each nation it other countries.
serves, offering TVOD, SVOD and AVOD services. But it has developed effective mechanisms, As cinemas shut and industry ground to a halt, the
supported by key agencies, including Eurimages platform felt a responsibility to give something
back to the regional audience, the emerging film
and North Macedonia Film Agency.
industry and to the cinemas. It says the watchword
Cinesquare is confident it is building a winning was “solidarity.”
offer, combining EU films, which make up around
And the culmination of its thinking came with the
2017 launch of its VOD platform, Cinesquare.
The on-demand service, which reaches 13 countries, is firmly integrated into a streamlined marketing and development strategy for CutAway.
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In terms of the audience, one key part of its response has been distribution strategy: “Since the beginning we have believed in
was free content. In April, it offered 200 free films from its libra- pragmatism and greater flexibility in terms of windows,”said
ry to users in all the countries it serves.
Stanišić.
The initiative, supported by the marketing team, became a big “We continually update our service to adapt to the markets
success, leading to a two-to-threefold increase in traffic. In April needs. It is important to remain relevant, and to build our brand
alone, the service acquired more than 10,000 new users, most at the same time with expanding the number of users.”
visiting from devices (around 60%). Such was the popularity that
the offer was extended into the middle of May.
The free content was particularly appreciated by the family market, and Cinesquare has worked hard to build a strong offer for
parents and children.
Free content was also important to its work on its own online festival established in 2018 - SEE Online Film Festival 97, which is
focused only on films from South East Europe, divided into four
categories: feature, documentary, shorts and animation.
It is hoped the audience attracted by the free content will stay for
a relatively low-cost monthly service at €1.99, which has already
proven attractive to a young core audience between 18 and 36.
For industry, the VOD platform became vital in keeping the link
between films and audiences. The cinemas closed at the beginning of March 2020 in almost all countries in the region including North Macedonia. Distributors had to postpone releases
and plan harder around dates and release schedules.
“We sent a message to many distributors and producers that we
were prepared to release online the films whose theatrical release
was interrupted, and also to promote them.”

We sent a message
to distributors and
producers that we were
prepared to release
online the films whose
theatrical release was
interrupted. And also to
promote them.

“

“

The platform had already built partnerships across the sector and
develops exclusive cross-marketing operations with festivals and
events in order to promote European content. It is committed to
ensuring that film-makers benefit from its work.
Those relationships became even more important during the
crisis. Among the lockdown initiatives, Cinesquare partnered
with the Cinematheque of North Macedonia98 creating an ‘online room’ for the Cinematheque to screen six short films, two
documentaries and one feature film from their archive which had
not been screened before.
Cinesquare also worked with the Milenium, Frosina and Bitola
cinemas, ensuring European films whose cinema release was interrupted were still available online.
The service is a model of agility, building strategy around the
needs of its audience and willing to adjust as that demand evolves. It has been willing to integrate VOD into a multi-platform
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CHAPTER 6:
Conclusions
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IN BRIEF
∙ VOD is not a replacement for ancillary physical formats but a new direction for AV
∙ Audience demand is what unites all on-demand services and it cannot be ignored
∙ The lockdown was proof of potential that needs to drive public and private investment
∙ Services need to think entrepreneurially and collaboratively about how to scale up
∙ EUROVOD has a critical role and needs to be a central resource for sector growth

In times of unprecedented uncertainly, the dustry and government and public sector institutions.
future of a European independent VOD secContributions to this report, and particularly the featured case
tor is being built on very solid foundations.
studies, offer a clear sense of direction and a distinctive position
It is not complicated: Audiences want content on demand and
are willing to pay for it; and industry and talent needs those audiences and that money. If any further evidence was needed, the
Covid Crisis confirmed and strengthened those simple facts.

for the sector. But that direction needs to be communicated
more clearly. The critical first step must be to change the perception that VOD is a replacement for declining physical formats.

Or as Jamie Ripoll, of Filmin puts it: “It’s important for the industry to understand that an online release is not the end of the
road.” European independent VOD cannot allow itself to be
• Public service investment in the long-term promise of a seen as a shopfront, or the last retailer in the value chain, squeeEuropean VOD sector at a time of maximum short-term need zing the last drops of value from content.
from established businesses.
And the emerging sector cannot allow itself to be seen as ti• Flexibility on release windows and the longstanding sys- ny-Netflixes, pulled along in the slipstream of the US giants.
tem of territorial rights.
• And collaboration and cooperation across the value chain It must be able to assert its aspirations, and how it intends to
and across the sector in the building of a European ecosystem. achieve them. That is essential for policy-makers, industry,
rights-holders – and to those companies, which have carved out
They are big demands for a still small sector.
a business for themselves in VOD and need to see that sectoral
growth will bring them benefits.
Those arguments need to be compelling and clear and made by a
network of businesses with sufficient credibility to convince inBut in this survey, some major requests are being made:

A DISTINCTIVE POSITION
Setting out the distinctive position of a European VOD sector in this report demonstrated their potential to build business value.
is not easy. It sits in a complicated position in the audiovisual They allowed audiences to discover diverse European content and
showed that they were willing to pay.
economy.
It needs to be able to work in partnership with the existing audiovisual industries, film and television, while exploring innovations
and directions that will feel, and sometimes will be, disruptive to
parts of the current value chain.
The sector has a difficult balancing act with the US streaming
giants too. It has common interests with Netflix et al in building a
VOD culture, and it is also sound marketing to position current
services as a complementary service to those dominant market
leaders.

The stellar numbers in the lockdown may slow down (and Netflix
spooked the market by forecasting lower growth99 than some excitable analysts had expected.) But audiences from key demographics got their first taste of VOD during the lockdown and that will
be the basis for long-term growth.
Contributors to this report see their value in the context of a
broader ecosystem. Partnerships established in lockdown, particularly with festivals, demonstrate how increased on-demand
value has the potential to increase the value of physical business.

Most platforms and services here are explicitly or implicitly pro- European independant VOD services at this stage of developmoting themselves as as Not Netflix, as opposed to Anti-Netflix, ment do not have the resources to contribute to European productions like the US giants, but they can sustainably add to the
as an addition to a US service, rather than a replacement.
value of content across the whole sector.
But the European sector cannot be defined by what it is not. It
Community builders and demand creators: The services and
needs to spell out what it is.
platforms are not just shopfronts for European content. And,
Business value: During the Covid Crisis, the businesses featured while they may share some similarities with arthouse cinemas,
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they represent a unique sector, native to the Digital Age.

Over time that difference may become more apparent. Right
now, services such as Netflix have won a lot of political capital
They are in the business of aggregating disparate demand into by funding European production. European and national policy
active communities, united by common interests, and brought is increasingly about getting a share of the SVOD bounty than
together by interactive and responsive curation and editorial.
taming the big beasts of the on-demand business.
European independent VOD services are all about generating But it would be naïve to believe that the current enthusiasm for
long-term loyalty, and they believe that, over time, that will trans- original European production is a permanent fixture. The battlate into reliable and sustainable returns for content creators.
les for domination at the top end of the business are likely to see
Cultural diversity: The European Audiovisual Observatory has shifts in strategy and mergers and acquisitions.

been reporting a dramatic rise in film production over the last
two decades. In 2018, the number of feature film productions
made in the EU was 1,847 100 , up close to 60% on the 1,159
recorded a decade earlier. During the same period the number
of cinema screens increased by less than 10%. 101

European VOD services are firmly based in Europe and want to
be an integral part of a European ecosystem. The lockdown demonstrated particular synergies with the ‘experience’ end of the
economy, with fruitful partnerships formed with festivals and to
an extent cinemas.

To those statistics, must be added, the demand for inclusivity,
with industries having been exposed for shameful under-representation of women, ethnic minorities and other under-represented groups in our diverse cultures.

Cinemas in particular have suffered from some of that same misrepresentation as the retail arm of industry. The combination of
Experience Economy, Knowledge Economy and Digital Economy can be a potent force and ought to be the subject of more
The mathematics is clear: the traditional patterns of release can- informed, industry-wide debate.
not connect the numbers and diversity of films Europe produces, Innovation: VOD is at the risk-taking end of the audiovisual
or wants to produce, with audiences through traditional routes. market. Given the restricted capacity of cinemas, and the marTalk about diversity and inclusion must be backed by a serious ginalisation of much cultural work in broadcasting, VOD is the
commitment to connect to audiences and VOD offers that op- place where diverse and emerging talent will make its mark.
portunity.
Contributors also point out that it should be where different
The post-lockdown period will see considerable pressure on the kinds of content are allowed to flourish. The flowering of the
traditional market to find content that will bring it quick returns. binge-watched series was the most obvious innovative creation
That only increases the need for VOD and is a key justification of the VOD revolution, but there are many other potential forfor public sector investment and support from industry.
mats, such as short-form content, creative documentary and poCollaboration: Unlike the US streamers, European independent tentially VR that may make an impact in future.
VOD services generally emerged from within the traditional The European independent VOD sector should be where new
broadcast or film industries. They have a sense of place and a cultural innovation is able to connect to audiences.
shared sense of culture.

STRATEGY
The primary and most essential part of the European independent VOD sector strategy must be to grow. The credibility
of the sector will be built on the value it can provide and the revenues it generates.

Originally, the argument from the sector was for a single service to match Netflix and Amazon. That ship has sailed and the
argument for European VOD must not fall into the trap of the
impotent calls for a European studio to take on Hollywood.

There are some platforms and services that have become embedded in the film and television industries, and which are
already able to pay credible fees but they are dwarfed by the US
streaming majors.

The alternative is a network comprised of entrepreneurial, ambitious businesses that come together as a network to collaborate in
areas, such as cross-border partnerships, best practice, data sharing and potentially as a clear voice for reform. European independant VOD could scale up through cooperation and collaboration.

A patchwork of small independent businesses is not a sector.

The platforms and services in this survey each represent some
The great film-maker Alan Parker once said the weakness of the kind of specialist offer. Some serve a specific art form or genre
independent film industry was that it was comprised of “cottage (e.g. Tënk and La Cinetek) or an existing community of interest
industries.” 102
(e.g. OUTtv and FilmDoo), or a national market (e.g. Filmin and
He described a fragmented, entitled system with plenty of talent Cinesquare).

but lacking the ambition to make it count in a global market. Too A network will help such services grow through sharing intelmuch of the value chain of film in particular still fits that descrip- ligence, data and business best practice; by helping them find
tion – small specialised businesses operating in a bubble.
partnerships; and by advocating for policies and investment to
The emerging sector needs to avoid the same traps. The defining achieve their maximum international potential.

mission of Video on Demand is to reach beyond the restrictions It has to help services cross borders and expand their mission.
of physical space and confining tradition to unite audiences.
The network envisaged here needs to be greater than the sum
of its parts.
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• Access to finance, including loans and guarantees schemes to pay for marketing, audience development and technoloUnderpinning the positioning of the European independent gy.
• Specific loans and grants to support innovation and techVOD sector is a claim to greater knowledge and understanding
nical development.
of audiences.
• Marketing and promotion innovation and support.
They need to be part of a Knowledge Economy, which is the
antithesis of William Goldman’s characterisation of the old film The current system of public support is heavily weighted towarindustry as one in which “know one knows anything.”103
ds established businesses able to access upfront finance, some
The vast stores of Big Data, which help those US streaming respondents suggest.
giants make their decisions, demonstrate that audiences are As one put it: “As a small company we have been successful in
open to challenging and diverse content.
getting EU grants but don’t have the money to spend up front
European independent VOD aspires to connect diverse au- and have not been able to access the EUs guarantee fund, so it
diences with diverse content but that needs to be built on un- creates a strange ‘Catch-22’ situation where we have been given
derstanding how those audiences think and behave, The most a grant but can’t access the funding.”
successful services here use a range of tactics to build close rela- The European audiovisual sector needs that innovation and the
tionships with audiences but audience knowledge can, and must independent VOD services and platforms have, or are fast acalways be improved.
quiring, the skills and knowledge needed to drive change.
Tools and strategies for knowledge acquisition will evolve over The problem is that VOD is often in the vanguard, seeing what
the next few years, with artificial intelligence (AI) among the key needs doing well before others in the sector.
developments. It is important that services are able to stay ahead
of the game but that requires investment, that will need support,
particularly from public institutions.

A Knowledge Economy

Half of survey respondents saw return on investment as one of
the top priority issues and nearly 80% said it was very important. The sector needs investment and support for long-term
development but it is trying to build in an environment of
short-termism.
Growth of a serious European independent sector within the
framework of regulated economies offers more stability to support diverse content.

“

We must find ways to
encourage producers
and sales agents to give
VOD platforms content
without us needing to
pay crazy MGs will be
crucial in providing us.

“

Investment for growth

The platforms and services featured in this report are entrepreneurs. They do not work on the same hand-to-mouth basis as
much of the film value chain and they neither want, nor expect,
to be propped up by the public sector.
At the end of the day, if VOD cannot connect to audiences then
it has not fulfilled its core function.
During the Covid crisis, it saw some investment – high-quality
films getting premieres, hosting festivals and new revenues from
increased audiences.
It built momentum that should not be lost in the post-pandemic
world. The argument made by services here is that short-term
investment from the public sector can bring considerably greater long-term business value for the whole audiovisual sector.
Naturally, the EUROVOD members contributing to this report
are keen to see greater investment in on demand services. Almost
90% agreed, and nearly 70% strongly agreed that national and
European funds needed to invest more in developing a “sustainable and diverse” independent European VOD sector.
Audience demand is only going to grow over the next few years
and the technology and business models will adapt to meet it.
60% of respondents believed lack of resources for Research and
Development (R&D) was among the key issues for VOD sector
with more than 20% suggesting it was a maximum priority.
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EUROVOD
The ambitions of the sector put much responsibility on Most interviewees take a less confrontational view but there is a
EUROVOD. It has played an important role in creating interest sense that EUROVOD needs to promote the distinctiveness of
in the sector and building membership.
the agenda – as spelled out above.
It has shown leadership and has been building its role as a sharer
of market intelligence, innovation and best practice, including
commissioning this report.

Graph 7: Top Eurovod priorities

There is a consensus among members about what need to be
priorities.
• Networking
• Sector advocacy
• Finance and business growth
The survey showed that close to 90% of respondents saw networking as the key strength of the organisation with nearly half
(47%) seeing networking as the top priority.
The sharing of market and business intelligence – through surveys, reports and news – within that network is also identified as
a valuable service with 92% seeing it as at least somewhat important and 37% making it a top priority.

Important
High priority
Top priority

More than two-thirds of survey respondents took a positive view
of training workshops, with 31% putting it at the top of the prio- That voice wants to be integrated into the European audiovisual
rity list.
ecosystem, even more deeply than today, with a voice in producThose programmes will need to be adaptable and responsive to tion as well as distribution.
shifts in the market. Best practice sharing must recognise the need But it also recognises that a case sometimes needs to be made for
for constant updating and speedy access to market intelligence.
business approaches that will be seen as disruptive, in areas such
A key priority now must be to further build that network. The as international rights and media chronology.
bigger the membership, the more value is created. That value
will reach beyond the membership and needs to be seen in the
context of the whole audiovisual ecosystem. Engagement and
collaboration with other parts of the audiovisual sector is an important priority for nearly 80% of respondents.

A distinctive VOD voice needs to focus on economic and cultural
value and audience demand, rather than any narrow selfish position.

Eurovod may have a quality control function. One survey respondent suggested a need to “audit new members to ensure the
quality of service, so that it guarantees trust and a better experience for partnerships amongst members and builds a strong
network with the right motivations.”

Ultimately, membership organisations need to consistently
prove their value to the businesses they serve.

90% of respondents see sector advocacy and lobbying as a critical function of EUROVOD, with more than half saying it is a
There are issues. It is likely that the number of services will dra- number one priority.
matically increase as the sector grows and as the technology to
create platforms becomes commoditised and more widely avaiFinance and business growth
lable at a lower cost.

They will want to know that belonging to an organisation will
help their business grow.

Those are problems that come from success and there are still One of the most appreciated areas of activity is navigation
steps to be made in getting there.
through the complexities of national and European finance. A
guide to the intricacies of European funding schemes and policies is positive priority for more than 90% of respondents and a
A voice for the sector
top priority for one-in-three.
A bigger network can have a bigger voice. Survey respondents
recognises the need for EUROVOD to promote a distinctive
message – distinct from the agenda of the US streaming platforms but not being too tied to the past.

(It should be noted that some members also warn against an
over-reliance on funding from EU institutions, where funding
comes with caveats. EUROVOD, they suggest, needs its own
clear agenda which can influence the thinking and policy in the
public and private sectors.)

There is a desire for a confident assertion of a new era, rather
than allowing VOD to become, as one respondent put it, the Business growth also means understanding how to deal with
“bastard child” of the old analogue business “eager to please the broadcasters and telecoms companies, who may offer a critical
platform for services, particularly with the growth in mobile serlegacy stakeholders of a shrinking media nostalgia.”
vices.
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The survey suggests it needs to be ambitious and confident that
it has the most effective arguments and that it understands how
to make them heard.
EUROVOD needs significantly more investment to achieve its
ambitions. It needs greater resources from public and private
sources and that should be a priority for the organisation itself.
The evidence of this study is that a diverse, dynamic and sustainable network believes it has history on its side.
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